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INTRO 
 

Welcome to our relocation guide to the Netherlands!  

This guide contains some practical information to help you with moving to and living in Belgium.   

Please note that all information in this document is gathered from external, reliable 
sources, mentioned at the bottom of each section.  Yet, we cannot give full guarantees about the 
quality of the used sources and the  completeness, accuracy and up-to-date nature of the content.  

Thus, before making decisions or taking actions, make sure you always check important or critical 
information with the responsible authorities and do take possible changes since the publication of this 
document into account. 

Daikin Europe N.V. nor one of the companies belonging to the Daikin group in EMEA  shall be liable or 
responsible for any loss or damage whatsoever arising directly or indirectly in connection with any 
person relying on this information.  

Whenever you would discover some missing key-information that would be interesting to add in this 
relocation guide, feel free to let us know. 

We also do confirm that our company does not have any commercial bindings with any of the 
companies or organizations mentioned in this guide.  

We hope this guide provides you some useful insights and we wish you all the best and a lot of success  
in your new challenge!  

 

 

4/21/2021 
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ABOUT THE NETHERLANDS 
 

The Netherlands consistently ranks among the top places in the world to live and work, which is great 

for any expat to learn about the Netherlands. But a Netherlands introduction doesn’t end there. 

The Netherlands may be a small country in size, but certainly not in impact. The Netherlands is famed 

for its liberal social policies, maritime trading traditions, battles to hold back the sea, robust 

multiculturalism and leading technological communications, making Dutch lifestyle a mosaic of 

cultural intrigue. 

DUTCH CULTURE 

To newcomers, Dutch society might seem open and informal, but some complex social rules are at 
play. Ostentatious behaviour is frowned upon, egalitarianism is valued and Dutch people ‘like to be as 
normal as possible’ according to Martijn de Rooij, author of The Dutch I Presume? The Dutch saying 
‘doe maar gewoon dan doe je al gek genoeg’ (just act normal, that’s crazy enough) is an anthem 
against eccentricity. 

LIVING AND WORKING IN THE NETHERLANDS 

Culture and quality living combined make the Netherlands an attractive place for expats, who are an 
intrinsic part of the country’s knowledge-based economy. The Dutch people are generally receptive, 
curious, cultured, and friendly. English is widely spoken – a survey by Education First ranked the 
Netherlands as third in the world for English proficiency as a second language – but this can be a 
drawback for those learning Dutch. With many international companies headquartered in the 
Netherlands, there are plenty of employment opportunities. 

International residents tread a well-worn path to the Lowlands. Out of a population of some 16.9 
million people, more than three and a half million have a foreign background (cbs.nl). This multi-ethnic 
characteristic of the country’s population has historic roots stretching back several hundred years, 
though most rapid changes in population demographics have come about in the last 40 years. 

DUTCH GOVERNMENT 
 

The Dutch government’s traditional reliance on a coalition of two or more parties has earned it the 

nickname the land of compromise. But, for the first time, a majority coalition formed in the last 

September 2012 elections. The Netherlands strengthened its stance on austerity with large gains 

achieved by pro-European parties, the central-right liberal VVD, and the social-democratic labor party 

PvdA. In contrast, losses were incurred by the previous coalition parties, the Christian Democrat CDA 

and Geert Wilders’ Freedom Party (PVV), a nationalistic party known for its right-wing focus. The next 

elections for Dutch political parties in the lower chamber of parliament are scheduled for March 2017. 

With Mark Rutte continuing as prime minister, a coalition with Diederik Samsom’s PvdA gives the 
current Dutch government a comfortable majority to pass budget cuts, although further opposition 
support is needed to pass any laws in the Senate.  

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/gov-law-admin/netherlands-political-system-100756/
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DUTCH ROYAL FAMILY 

Change followed from politics to royals, with Queen Beatrix abdicating in 2013 after a 33-year reign. 
The Netherlands’ national party, Queen’s Day (Koninginnedag), was particularly celebratory as it was 
tied to the coronation of the first Dutch king in 123 years. As Europe’s youngest monarch, King Willem-
Alexander pledged to modernize the royal image, even forgoing the traditional ‘your majesty’ if people 
want. 

Now the Netherland’s biggest nation-wide party celebrates King’s 
Day on April 27 (the king’s birthday), breaking the traditional 
celebration on April 30 that has honoured the previous Queen 
Juliana’s birthday since 1949. Regardless, the 
ubiquitous oranjegekte (orange madness) still takes over, where 
people wear orange shirts, hats, dresses and wigs to celebrate 
while enjoying the annual free market (vrijmarkt), as it’s the one 
time when people can set up shop without a trading licence. 

THE NETHERLANDS: FACTS AND FIGURES 
 

• Population: 16,933,558 (August 2015 cbs.nl) 
• Administration: The constitution dates mostly from 1848, and revisions undertaken in 1983. 

Parliament consists of an upper chamber (eerste kamer) of 75 members elected by provincial 
councils and a lower chamber (tweede kamer) with 150 members elected every four years by 
proportional representation. The cabinet is the executive body and its constituents cannot be 
members of the cabinet and parliament at the same time. 

• Monarchy: The House of Oranje-Nassau has governed the Netherlands since 1815. King 
Willehm-Alexandar, born 1967, was crowned in 2013, along with his Argentinean wife Maxima, 
who serves as the queen consort. 

• Landscape: A fifth of the Netherlands is reclaimed from the sea (polders) and about a quarter 
of the country is below sea level. There are 20 national parks and a few modest hills, with the 
country’s highest point reaching 322 metres in Limburg. 

• Media and culture: The Netherlands has the highest museum density in the world with nearly 
1,000 institutions. The television program Big Brother is a Dutch invention and Paul 
Verhoeven is known internationally for his direction of RoboCop and Total Recall. 

• Design: Dutch icons of style are nurtured in the revered Design Academy Eindhoven and 
the Rietveld Academy in Amsterdam, attracting large ratios of international students. Dutch 
design is admired for its minimalist, quirky and often humorous qualities. 

• Coffee: The Dutch played a significant role in shaping the history of coffee in Europe. In the 
early 17th century, the Dutch won a bid to bring the first live coffee plant from Yemen to 
Europe, and after successfully growing them in Amsterdam, began cultivation in their overseas 
Dutch colonies. Within a few years, the Dutch colonies Java and Suriname had become the 
main suppliers of coffee to Europe. 

 

USED SOURCES 

 
https://www.expatica.com/nl/moving/about/introduction-to-the-netherlands-102998/ 

  

https://www.expatica.com/nl/moving/about/introduction-to-the-netherlands-102998/
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SOCIAL SECURITY 
 

SOCIAL SECURITY IN THE NETHERLANDS 
 

The Dutch social security system is one of the most comprehensive in Europe. However, access to the 

welfare system is increasingly restrictive, limiting access for many. Social security benefits are also 

paid out based on the value of your assets and savings, such as a car or house. Owning assets over the 

threshold amount can nullify your right to claim benefits.  

 

Social security in the Netherlands has two strands: 

• National insurance (volksverzekeringen) is necessary for all those living in the Netherlands and 

covers social benefits. The Social Insurance Bank (Sociale Verzekeringsbank, or SVB) oversees 

the implementation of the national insurance system. 

• Employee insurance (werknemersverzekeringen) is necessary for those that work in the 

Netherlands and provides benefits relating to employment. The Institute for Employee 

Insurance (Uitvoeringsinstituut Werknemersverzekeringen, or UWV) handles unemployment 

benefits and work-related insurance in the Netherlands. 

Residents in the Netherlands must use DigiD, an online identification system, to arrange their 

insurance and claim benefits in the Netherlands.  

HOW TO USE DIGID 
 

What is a DigiD? 

DigiD (short for Digital Identification) is a form of online ID that allows you to access many services 

and government websites in the Netherlands. It’s like a digital version of your passport or driving 

licence. The DigiD consists of a username and password that are linked to your personal public 

service number (BSN). 

Why do I need a DigiD? 

You need your DigiD to do your administration online in the Netherlands. This includes doing your 

taxes, applying for benefits and allowances, checking your pension in the Netherlands and many 

other actions. There are hundreds of organisations in the Netherlands that use the DigiD. These 

include: 

• Government departments 

• The Belastingdienst (Dutch tax office) 

• Gemeenten (city municipalities) and their partners 

• Pension funds 

• The Dutch police 

• Dutch provinces 

• Regional water boards 

• Healthcare providers (including pharmacies) 

• Dutch health insurance companies 

 

https://www.svb.nl/
http://www.uwv.nl/
http://www.uwv.nl/
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/official-issues/driving-licence-netherlands
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/official-issues/driving-licence-netherlands
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/official-issues/bsn-sofi-number-netherlands
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/official-issues/bsn-sofi-number-netherlands
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/taxation/dutch-tax-system
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/taxation/dutch-tax-system
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/allowances-benefits-netherlands
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/official-issues/pensions-retirement-netherlands
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/organisations/belastingdienst-dutch-tax-office-netherlands
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/organisations/dutch-gemeente-municipalities-netherlands
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/emergency-number/dutch-police
http://www.iamexpat.nl/housing/dutch-housing-market/home-utilities/water-supply-companies
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/dutch-healthcare-system/medicine-pharmacies-netherlands
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/insurances-netherlands/dutch-health-insurance
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How to apply for a DigiD 

You can request a DigiD for free on the DigiD website by clicking the button that says 

"apply" (aanvragen). The online application form has three steps and is only in Dutch. Here’s a step-

by-step guide with all the necessary translations and explanations. 

Step 1: Personal information 

On the first page fill in your personal information: 

✓ BSN (burgerservicenummer) 

✓ Date of birth (geboortedatum) 

✓ Postal code (postcode) 

✓ House number (huisnummer) 

✓ Additional house number (toevoeging) (if applicable) 

✓ Click the "next" button (volgende) 

Step 2: SMS controle 

You can make your DigiD extra secure by receiving a text message authentication (SMS controle) 

every time you use it. This feature is optional, however some government services require 

the SMS controle as an extra security measure. This also makes it easier to restore your password 

if you forget it. 

✓ Select Ja if you want the SMS controle or Nee if you don’t. 

✓ Click the "next" button (volgende). 

Step 3: Username and password 

On the third page choose your username and password: 

✓ Username (gebruikersnaam) The username is case-sensitive and must not include spaces. 

✓ Password (wachtwoord) The password is case-sensitive, must be between 8-32 letters and 

include at least one lower-case letter, one upper-case letter, one number and one special 

character. 

✓ Retype your password (herhaal wachtwoord). 

✓ Tick the box under password recovery (wachtwoordherstel) if you would like to be able to 

recover your password via email or SMS. 

✓ Enter you mobile number (mobiel nummer). 

✓ Enter your email address (e-mailadres). 

✓ Accept the terms by clicking on the box (gebruiksvoorwaarden). 

✓ Click the "next" button (volgende). 

Step 3.1: Text message validation 

You will now receive an SMS code on your mobile phone. 

✓ Enter the code in the field under SMS code. 

✓ Click the "next" button (volgende). 

 

https://www.digid.nl/en
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WHO HAS TO PAY SOCIAL SECURITY? 
 

Everyone who lives in the Netherlands must pay into the Dutch social security system, regardless of 

employment. 

Some foreigners may be subject to pay social security in both the Netherlands and their home country. 

There are exemptions if a social security bilateral agreement exists that prevents double taxation. 

Certain bilateral agreements also make it possible to transfer or combine social security benefits, 

particularly if you are a European Union citizen or lived in another EU state; for example, when 

calculating your social security benefits, time worked abroad can count towards calculating a higher 

benefit rate. 

The Netherlands has agreements with all countries in the European Economic Area (EEA – EU plus 

Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway) plus more than 30 countries. These include Australia, Canada, 

Chile, Israel, Croatia, Macedonia, Morocco, New Zealand, Serbia, Montenegro, Tunisia, Turkey, the 

United States, and Switzerland. 

 

 

 

  

Step 3.2: Email validation 

You will now receive another code via email. Make sure not to close the DigiD window when 

checking your email. 

✓ Enter the code in the field under e-mail code. 

✓ Click the "next" button (volgende). 

Application (almost) complete 

Once you have done the above steps your application is almost complete. To finish the process you 

will receive a letter with a final code to activate your DigiD. 

The activation code will be sent to your registered address within five working days. You need to 

activate your DigiD account in less than 20 days. 

Step 4: How to activate your DigiD 

To activate your DigiD with the code from your letter go to the DigiD activation webpage and: 

✓ Click on "activate" (activeren). 

✓ Enter your username (gebruikersnaam). 

✓ Enter your password (wachtwoord). 

✓ Enter the activation code from the letter (activeringscode). 

✓ Enter the transaction code (transactiecode) you received in an sms (only if you applied for 

a text message validation). 

✓ Click on "activate" (activeren). 

 

https://digid.nl/en/activeren
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WHO CAN CLAIM SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS? 
 

EEA citizens typically have the same rights to social security benefits as Dutch nationals. You cannot 

submit any claims within the first three months of moving to the Netherlands or before starting work. 

Up until five years of residence in the Netherlands, however, claiming social security benefits as an EU 

citizen can result in the withdrawal of your right to reside in the Netherlands. Officials determine this 

on a case-by-case basis. After five years of residence in the Netherlands, social security benefits can 

be claimed with no risk to your residency. 

Non-EU nationals who have a regular residency permit also generally have the same rights to claim 

social security benefits. However, if your residence permit includes a condition that you cannot apply 

for public funds, then claiming social security benefits could negate your residence permit.  

You can seek advice from the social security office SVB 

 

In any case, social security benefits depend on your income and assets. This includes everything you 

own such as a vehicle, savings, jewelry, antiques, or property. The threshold is €5,920 for single 

households or €11,840 for family households (Expatica, 2016), with limits revised every six months. 

Owning property also counts as an asset, although an extra limit of €49,900 is possible. This must not 

be exceeded by the value of your home minus the mortgage paid. If it does, you may take out an 

equitable mortgage, where you receive benefits as a loan with your home as collateral. 

If the total value of your assets exceeds the threshold, you can still ask the government (SVB) to assess 

whether you can claim benefits. In some cases, you may need to use such assets before receiving 

social security benefits. 

 

BENEFITS AND ALLOWANCES 
 

• Family benefits and child allowance 

Each family with at least one child under the age of 18, including adopted and stepchildren, 

can receive the AKW child allowance.  

In addition to the Dutch child allowance, there is an additional child benefit dependent on 

income for low salary households. Children that don’t live at home because of sickness, 

handicap, or to follow a study program may be eligible to request double family benefits. 

Parents of children born inside the Netherlands automatically receive a form. Expats with 

children born outside of the Netherlands should contact the SVB to request an application 

form and family allowance number. 

Overview of child allowances: 

o Children’s allowance (kinderbijslag) is meant to help cover the costs of raising children. 

o Child benefit (kindgebonden budget) is meant to cover costs such as children’s clothing, 

food and school expenses.  

o Childcare benefit (kinderopvangtoeslag). This benefit covers part of your childcare costs 

and is calculated on an hourly basis. 

 

https://www.svb.nl/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/gov-law-admin/social-security-in-the-netherlands-100578/
https://www.svb.nl/int/en/kinderbijslag/contact/contact_kinderbijslag/index.jsp
http://www.iamexpat.nl/education/primary-secondary-education/tuition-fees-netherlands
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• Parental leave in the Netherlands 

The Dutch social security contact, UWV, handles maternity and paternity leave in the 

Netherlands. Maternity leave pays for at least 16 weeks. This can be extended if there are 

complications. Paternity leave pays only for two days. Those that currently receive 

unemployment, sickness, or disability benefits may also obtain maternity leave. During 

maternity leave, you’ll receive your full salary, calculated on your Dutch social security income 

(SV-loon) over the last 12 months. The maximum daily payout is €203.85 (Expatica, 2021). The 

employer generally requests paternity and maternity benefits on your behalf. However, there 

are some exceptions such as the end of your contract during leave. 

 

• Pensions in the Netherlands 

If you lived or worked in the Netherlands and contributed to social security, you may be 

entitled to the AOW pension fund. How much of the state pension fund you receive depends 

on a number of factors, including how long you have lived and been insured in the Netherlands 

as well as your living arrangements. The SVB outlines pension rates on its website. 

To claim pension benefits, you must complete the form you receive several months before 

reaching retirement age and return it to the SVB. Supplementary and private pension schemes 

must be claimed with the specific insurance company or pension provider.  

You can read more in the guide to the Dutch pension system. 

 
• Survivor benefits in the Netherlands 

The death of your partner — married or cohabitating — may entitle you to Anw survivor 

benefits from the Dutch government if your partner lived or worked in the Netherlands and 

you meet conditions. These benefits may also be available to children aged 21 and younger of 

deceased parents. 

If you were married or had a registered partnership, the SVB will automatically send a letter, 

along with an application form. With this, you can apply for survivor benefits in the 

Netherlands. Cohabitating partners must request an application form for survivor benefits 

with DigiD. 

• Long-term care in the Netherlands 

The Long-Term Care Act (Wlz) replaced the Exceptional Medical Expenses Act (AWBZ) in 

2015. This benefit entitles recipients to reimbursement for care for the elderly, handicapped, 

or those with chronic illnesses. The type of Dutch long-term medical care depends on your 

personal needs but can include: 

o short- or long-term stay in a care institute 

o personal care (e.g., help with washing or dressing) 

o medical care (e.g., the treatment of your illness) 

o supportive care (e.g., help with activities such as voluntary work or sports) 

o transport (e.g., to the hospital) 

The Care Needs Assessment Centre (Centrum Indicatiestelling Zorg, or CIZ) reviews each 

individual case to determine whether the person qualifies for long-term medical care. 

Individuals may fill in an application at the CIZ website, though help with the application form 

can be requested at the municipality free of charge. 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/gov-law-admin/social-security-in-the-netherlands-100578/#familybenefits
https://www.expatica.com/nl/finance/retirement/the-dutch-pension-system-106854/
https://www.mijnwlzaanvraag.ciz.nl/isa-zelfaanmelder-web/
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• Unemployment benefits in the Netherlands 

Employees can claim unemployment benefits in the Netherlands if they partially or 

completely lose their jobs. Your employment history determines the amount and duration of 

payments. You must meet certain conditions, such as your availability to work and the 

minimum amount of time you worked. The maximum duration of Dutch unemployment 

benefit is three years as of 2017. 

The amount of Dutch unemployment benefits you receive depends on your income from the 

previous year before unemployment; you receive 75% of this income for the first two 

months, after which it drops to 70%. The maximum benefit is €203.85 per day.  

You can apply for Dutch unemployment benefit via DigiD or at an UWV WERK 

bedrijf office within one week of your first day of unemployment. You can also apply 

two weeks before your last working day.  

• Sick leave in the Netherlands 

When an employed person becomes sick, the employer is obligated to continue paying up to 

70% of the employee’s salary for a maximum of two years. In exceptional cases, the employer 

is exempt and sick leave from the Dutch government applies. Sick leave benefits depend on 

your Dutch social security income. Those that become ill as a result of pregnancy or organ 

donation receive 100% of their salary. After two years of sick leave, you may apply for 

disability benefits from your social security in the Netherlands. 

• Disability benefits 

Those sick longer than two years and remain at least 35% disabled may apply for social 

security disability insurance (WIA). There are two types of disability benefits: the Return to 

Work for Partially Disabled Persons (Werkhervatting Gedeeltelijk Arbeidsgeschikten, WGA) 

and Full Invalidity Benefit Regulations (Inkomensvoorziening Volledig Arbeidsongeschikten, 

IVA). 

The WGA pays to those who are 35–80% disabled and will work again, or when more than 

80% disabled but likely to recover. The IVA pays to those at least 80% disabled and unlikely to 

work again. WGA disability benefits are allocated as a salary-based benefit (loongerelateerde 

uitkering, LGU), in which you receive a temporary benefit. Benefits last depending on the 

number of years worked. If you worked fewer than 26 out of 36 weeks prior to becoming ill, 

you may receive additional income benefits (loonaanvullingsuitkering, LAU) or a continuation 

benefit (vervolguitkering, VVU).  

For youth, Wajong disability benefits may apply. Wajong disability benefits are for those who, 

at the age of 18, already have a long-term handicap; it also includes those that become 

disabled before the age of 30 and followed a study program for at least six months. Recipients 

get 75% of the minimum youth salary. 

You can use the online disability benefits application from the UWV. 

 

https://www.werk.nl/werkzoekenden/
http://www.uwv.nl/particulieren/formulieren/aanvragen-wia-uitkering.aspx
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SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM: CONTACTS 

 
• Social Insurance Bank (SVB) — national insurance organization of the Netherlands (social 

security system online) 
• Institute for Employee Insurance (UWV) — employee insurance organization of the 

Netherlands 
• Care Needs Assessment Centre (CIZ) — Dutch organization for long-term care assessment 

Central Administration Office (CAK) — public administrative body of the Ministry of 

 

USED SOURCES 
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/gov-law-admin/social-security-in-the-netherlands-

100578/#familybenefits 

https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/official-issues/digid-netherlands 

https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/allowances-benefits-netherlands 

  

https://www.svb.nl/
http://www.uwv.nl/
https://www.ciz.nl/
http://www.hetcak.nl/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/gov-law-admin/social-security-in-the-netherlands-100578/#familybenefits
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/gov-law-admin/social-security-in-the-netherlands-100578/#familybenefits
https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/official-issues/digid-netherlands
https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/allowances-benefits-netherlands
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HEALTH INSURANCE 
 

Health insurance in the Netherlands is a complex but well-built universal system: it is regimented by 

public policy, but implemented via private companies (which, for the most part, function as non-

profits). Many expats will find that the mandatory basic package (basisverzekering) provided by Dutch 

health insurance companies will be sufficient to cover their needs. However, depending on your 

personal circumstances and eligibility, you may prefer to get additional coverage (to get dental 

benefits, for example), or go the route of an international health insurance policy. 

HOW DOES HEALTH INSURANCE WORK? 
 

Firstly, let’s start with the basics. The Dutch health insurance is a two-level system: 

• Zvw: The Zvw (Zorgverzekeringswet) system requires all residents in the Netherlands to take 

out a basic Dutch public health insurance package known as basisverzekering or basispakket. 

For a monthly fee, this package will cover most healthcare services, including doctor’s 

appointments and hospital trips. All insurance providers must offer the same basic package to 

everyone and must accept all applicants regardless of medical history. 

• Wlz: The Wlz (Wet langdurige zorg) system covers long-term nursing and care treatment, 

such as dementia and other mental and physical impairments. In this system, the government 

assesses your situation to determine the necessary care. Residents aged 18 years and older 

must provide a monetary contribution (eigen bijdrage) from their salary. This is calculated 

depending on income, financial capital, and living situation. 

DO I NEED HEALTH INSURANCE? 
 

Probably. Generally speaking, most foreigners living or working in the Netherlands are required by 

law to sign up for the Dutch public health insurance system within four months of obtaining their 

residency: 

• Employees: All foreign workers in the Netherlands, including freelancers, interns and 

volunteers, must take out health insurance. 

• Children: Children under 18 receive free coverage under their parents’ Dutch health care 

insurance plan. 

• EU/EEA/Swiss citizens: If you’re staying less than one year and not working, you can typically 

use your European Health Insurance Card (EHIC). You may have to pay upfront for treatment 

and medication in the Netherlands and claim the money back later. If you’re working or 

staying longer than a year, you will need insurance. Retirees may be covered by healthcare 

from their home country, but should check. 

• Non-EU citizens: If you stay longer than three months, you’ll need a residence permit. After 

this, you must take out Dutch health insurance. 

• Students: EU/EEA/Swiss citizens should be able to use their EHIC unless they have paid 

employment, in which case they’ll need Dutch health insurance. Unemployed non-

EU/EEA/Swiss students should arrange health insurance unless covered by insurance from 

your home country. 

There are, however, some exceptions depending on your situation. The flowchart from 

Euraxess can help you find out which Dutch health insurance is required for your situation. 

https://www.expatica.com/healthcare/healthcare-basics/ehic-european-health-insurance-card-100250/
https://www.euraxess.nl/netherlands/information-researchers/health-insurance
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HOW DO I APPLY FOR HEALTH INSURANCE? 
 

To register for the healthcare system in the Netherlands, you first need to obtain your Citizen Service 

Number (burgerservicenummer or BSN). You can apply for this at your local municipal office. 

Once you have done this, you can register for health insurance and choose which insurance company 

you want to provide you with coverage. To do this, you must provide: 

• your passport or ID; 

• proof of address, such as a recent utility bill; 

• your BSN (Dutch national identification number); 

• letter from your employer confirming employment, if you are employed 

Once you have signed up for health insurance, you can then register with a local doctor. You should 

receive a health insurance chip card, which you will need to present when you use any of the 

healthcare services in the Netherlands. 

Some providers of health insurance: 

• ONVZ 

• United Consumers 

• Univé Verzekeringen 

• VGZ 

• Zilveren Kruis 

 

WHAT IS COVERED BY THE BASIC DUTCH HEALTH INSURANCE? 
 

The basic Dutch insurance package typically covers all costs for common medical care services. The 

services included in this package are decided annually by the Dutch government. Currently, the basic 

health insurance package covers the following: 

• GP consultations 

• treatments from specialists and hospital care 

• medication 

• dental care and physiotherapy up to 18 years old 

• care from certain therapists, such as speech therapists 

• basic mental health services 

• anti-smoking programs 

• dietary advice 

• obstetrics and maternity care. 

Should you require other treatments or wish to be covered for every eventuality, you can ‘top-up’ 

your public health insurance policy by choosing additional coverage and packages (eigen risico). The 

availability and coverage of these additional packages will vary between providers. Any additional 

packages will increase the amount you pay monthly. 

 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/gov-law-admin/bsn-burgerservicenummer-1529368/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/gov-law-admin/bsn-burgerservicenummer-1529368/
https://almanak.overheid.nl/Gemeenten
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/household/utilities-netherlands-100581/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/working/finding-a-job/finding-jobs-in-the-netherlands-102331/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/a-guide-to-health-insurance-in-the-netherlands-109293/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-services/doctors-in-the-netherlands-1149910/
https://ds1.nl/c/?si=7185&li=1450973&wi=344199&ws=
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=8311&awinaffid=666995&clickref=&ued=
http://bit.ly/PTGeFP
http://bit.ly/1ect2GR
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=8339&awinaffid=666995&clickref=
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-services/doctors-in-the-netherlands-1149910/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-services/hospitals-in-the-netherlands-100735/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-services/dutch-dental-care-104612/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-services/physical-therapy-in-the-netherlands-1776722/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/womens-health/having-a-baby-in-the-netherlands-107665/
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INTERNATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE 
 

Many expats prefer the ease of international health insurance premiums. They are particularly popular 

with expats who move around a lot, as these premiums often cover you in multiple countries. 

Furthermore, most offer all their services in English, meaning there’s no worry of anything getting lost 

in translation. 

International health insurance companies in the Netherlands include: 

• Allianz Care 

• Bupa Global 

• Cigna Global 

 

HOW MUCH DOES HEALTH INSURANCE COST? 
 

Costs of the basic health insurance package 

Generally speaking, the basic package costs just over €100 per month (Expatica, February 2021). 

However, what you pay exactly will depend on the insurance company you pick, but what is good to 

know is that the system works on a fair basis of solidarity so your age, gender, pre-existing medical 

conditions or any other factor will not change that price. 

Own risk: Dutch health insurance deductibles 

Dutch health insurance companies typically charge a contribution to your “own risk” (eigen risico). 

This is an excess fee (or deduction) towards your annual medicals bills. For 2020, the standard excess 

fee for all insurance companies is set at €385 (Expatica, Iamexpat). This is the amount you need to pay 

yourself for certain medicines and treatments before your insurance premium kicks in and covers the 

rest of the costs. 

Should you wish – if you are healthy as a horse, for example – you are able to increase this own risk 

amount, from €385 up to €885. This typically means a slightly lower monthly payment. However, 

should you require certain treatment and medication you will need to pay more out of your own 

pocket before your insurance kicks in. 

On the other hand, you can also choose to select a basic plan that includes the eigen risico, but of 

course your monthly premiums will then be higher – which could be advantageous by spreading out 

the costs if you know you will be needing a lot of medical treatment throughout the year. 

Topping up your basic health insurance coverage 

You can also take out cover for extra treatments (for example, physiotherapy, psychiatric care or 

extensive dental treatments), either through your basic insurer or another private company. There 

are other perks, too, such as not having to share a hospital room and more comprehensive services 

for in-patient and out-patient care, hospices, rehabilitation, and maternity. 

Unlike the basic policy, insurance companies are not obliged to accept you for extra insurance. As a 

result, your age and health condition can impact your chances of approval – and of course the cost of 

your health insurance package. 

http://www.tkqlhce.com/click-8829341-13378088
https://www.bupaglobal.com/en/for-you/expatica?cmpid=aff-bgbu102partners2017en000104&utm_campaign=Expatica&utm_source=Partners&utm_medium=Partners&utm_content=A%20guide%20to%20health%20insurance%20in%20the%20Netherlands
https://www.cignaglobal.com/quote/pages/quote/PersonalInformationLiteV4.html?utm_source=expatica&utm_medium=affiliates&utm_campaign=direct-link&utm_content=affordable-expat-health-insurance-netherlands&utm_term=cigna-global
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/a-guide-to-health-insurance-in-the-netherlands-109293/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/a-guide-to-health-insurance-in-the-netherlands-109293/
https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/insurances-netherlands/dutch-health-insurance
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USED SOURCES 
 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/a-guide-to-health-insurance-in-the-

netherlands-109293/ 

https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/insurances-netherlands/dutch-health-insurance 

 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/healthcare-in-the-netherlands-100057/ 

 

  

https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/a-guide-to-health-insurance-in-the-netherlands-109293/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/a-guide-to-health-insurance-in-the-netherlands-109293/
https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/insurances-netherlands/dutch-health-insurance
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/healthcare-in-the-netherlands-100057/
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HEALTHCARE 
 

One of the many great things about living in the Netherlands is the excellent standard of Dutch 

healthcare, which is rated among the best in Europe. The healthcare system in the Netherlands is 

managed by the government and supplemented by private insurance companies, with residents 

required to take out health insurance coverage to access services. 

The Dutch healthcare system is divided into three compartments: 

• Long-term care for chronic conditions. 

• Basic and essential medical care, from GP visits to short-term hospital stays and specialist 

appointments or procedures. 

• Supplementary care (e.g. dental care, physiotherapy, cosmetic procedures). 

WHO CAN ACCESS HEALTHCARE 

All residents and visitors in the Netherlands can access the healthcare service, as long as they 

have health insurance. There is a mandatory requirement for basic public health insurance 

(zorgverzekeringswet – Zvw) for all Dutch residents. Those not required to take out Zvw are: 

• children aged under 18, who are covered by the insurance policy of their parent/guardian; 

• temporary visitors from the EU/EEA/Switzerland, who can receive healthcare coverage 

through their European Health Insurance Card (EHIC); 

• temporary visitors from outside the EU/EEA/Switzerland, who will need to purchase private 

health insurance; 

• those with conscientious objections to health insurance, who can apply for an 

exemption from the Social Insurance Bank (SVB). 

PRIVATE HEALTHCARE 
 

Most healthcare services in the Netherlands are available through the state insurance system. 

However, some services are not covered. These include treatments such as: 

• dental care for adults 

• physiotherapy 

• some specialist treatment 

Expats who want to access the full range of services within the healthcare system in the Netherlands 

can take out supplementary private health insurance. This also gives access to private facilities such 

as private rooms during hospital stays. 

DOCTORS AND SPECIALISTS 
 

The huisarts (GPs) are the first point of contact when you have a health problem (unless it’s an 

emergency, of course). They can deal with routine health issues, perform standard gynecological and 

pediatric examinations, as well as refer you onto other services; these include hospitals, specialists, 

home midwifery, and physiotherapy. 

First, you will need to register with a huisarts, preferably one nearby. You can make an appointment 

to meet the doctor before registering, to assess their suitability for your needs. 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/a-guide-to-health-insurance-in-the-netherlands-109293/
https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/dutch-healthcare-system/physiotherapy-physical-therapy-netherlands
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/a-guide-to-health-insurance-in-the-netherlands-109293/
https://www.expatica.com/healthcare/healthcare-basics/ehic-european-health-insurance-card-100250/
https://www.government.nl/topics/health-insurance/compulsory-standard-health-insurance
https://www.government.nl/topics/health-insurance/compulsory-standard-health-insurance
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/a-guide-to-health-insurance-in-the-netherlands-109293/
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Dutch healthcare is generally non-interventionist in nature, so don’t expect to leave the consultation 

with a prescription. Dutch doctors tend not to hand out antibiotics or anti-depressants lightly. It is 

important to be clear and communicate what you want. 

GP services are covered by public insurance, however there are various payment structures, so check 

with your insurer to see whether you have to pay upfront and claim a reimbursement. The healthcare 

system in the Netherlands offers 24-hour coverage; if you call out of hours, you hear a recorded 

message on the doctor’s answering machine telling you how to contact on-call medical services. 

You can’t go directly to a specialist for treatment, however; you must have a referral from a huisarts. 

Most specialists work within a hospital setting – as contractors instead of employees, rather than a 

specialist clinic. As a result, waiting lists can be quite long. 

If you want more information on doctors in the Netherlands, click here. 

 

WOMEN’S HEALTHCARE 
 

If you are pregnant in the Netherlands, you should contact your GP in the first instance. They will 

usually then refer you to a midwife who will deal with most pre-natal care. Most maternity costs will 

be covered through public insurance; this includes access to a maternity nurse who provides antenatal 

care. 

Doctors can perform standard gynecological exams. You can also ask for a referral to a specialist 

gynecologist. If you have private health insurance, you can choose your own gynecologist. 

Cervical cancer checks are available every five years for women over 30. There is also a national breast 

cancer screening program for women aged 50 to 75. Tests for sexually transmitted infections (STIs) 

are covered through health insurance and can be accessed through your GP or a sexual health clinic. 

Contraception in the Netherlands is easily available and widely used. You can purchase condoms from 

places such as pharmacies and supermarkets. According to statistics, around 40% of Dutch women 

aged 15 to 30 use the birth control pill. This is available through GP prescription. You do not need a 

prescription for emergency contraception. 

Abortion in the Netherlands is legal up until 21 weeks into the pregnancy, or 24 weeks in some medical 

cases. Health insurance covers abortion costs. Your GP can refer you to a hospital or abortion clinic; 

however, you don’t need a referral to access these services. You must answer some routine questions 

as part of the process, though. 

You can find even more information in the guides to women’s healthcare in the 

Netherlands and having a baby in the Netherlands. 

 

 

  

https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-services/doctors-in-the-netherlands-1149910/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/womens-health/womens-healthcare-in-the-netherlands-100752/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/womens-health/having-a-baby-in-the-netherlands-107665/
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CHILDREN’S HEALTHCARE 
 

There is a good standard of healthcare services and facilities for children in the Netherlands. Children 

are insured through the policy of their parents/guardians, including dental care up until the age of 18. 

You can register your child with the family doctor in the Netherlands. Doctors can offer pediatric care 

or can refer to specialist pediatricians or children’s hospitals (kinderziekenhuis) if necessary. 

Your local municipality can also help you access the best available healthcare services for your child. 

This includes mental healthcare services or specialist care for children with serious illnesses or 

disabilities. 

There is a National Immunization Program in the Netherlands. It is not mandatory to vaccinate your 

children by law; however, 12 free vaccinations are available against diseases such as: 

• polio; 

• tetanus; 

• measles, mumps, and rubella 

 

HOSPITALS 
 

There are lots of excellent hospitals in the Netherlands with high standards of care, all over the 

country. There are different types of hospital (ziekenhuis). Unsurprisingly, those attached to 

universities, which carry out medical research, have the most advanced medical equipment and 

treatments, and can offer the most specialized care. Teaching hospitals, training medics, and nurses 

also offer some specialized treatments. General hospitals deal with more routine conditions. 

Unless it is an emergency, you will need a referral letter from our GP. If you are admitted as an in-

patient, you may find yourself in a shared room or ward of up to six beds (mixed gender). You will 

probably have a TV and phone line, but there will be a charge. It is a good idea to bring your own 

clothes and toiletries. If you prefer to have access to private rooms, however, you may consider taking 

out private insurance. 

For more information, see the guide to hospitals in the Netherlands. 

 

DENTAL CARE 
 

You will need to register with a tandarts (dentist). Traditionally, Dutch dentists worked in single-

dentist practices (and around 60% still do), however the growing trend is for dentists to work together 

in group practices. 

Once registered with a dentist, you will usually be invited for check-ups every six months. Your dentist 

may delegate certain routine tasks to dental hygienists, dental assistants, and prevention assistants. 

If necessary, they may also refer you to specialized orthodontists and oral surgeons, who are usually 

based in hospitals. To find a dentist out of hours, call the surgery and a voice mail will direct you to an 

emergency service. 

You may have to take out additional insurance to cover the cost of dental treatment (check what your 

policy offers); under 18’s have coverage under the basic Dutch health insurance package. 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-services/hospitals-in-the-netherlands-100735/
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Read even more about dental care in the Netherlands and children’s dental care in the 

Netherlands. 

 

HEALTH CENTERS AND CLINICS  
 

Many GPs have their own practices in the Netherlands, although some work in multi-disciplinary 

primary care centers or health centers alongside therapists, nurses, midwives, and other health 

professionals. Alongside hospitals, there are a number of outpatient clinics that provide secondary 

care. 

You can also find community health centers, mental health centers, and sexual health clinics which 

provide services in different parts of the country. Contact your local municipality to see what is 

available in your region. 

PHARMACIES 
 

A drogist sells non-prescription medications, toiletries, cosmetics, and baby essentials. A 

pharmacy (apotheek) sells prescription-only drugs as well as over-the-counter meds, vitamins, baby 

items, homeopathic products, and medical equipment for home use. They can also offer advice on 

medications and minor ailments. 

There is always an apotheek open 24 hours somewhere in the area. To find the closest out-of-hours 

pharmacy, you can also: 

• check the list displayed in the pharmacy window; 

• call 020 694 8709; 

• look under medische diensten (medical assistance) in one of the free local newspapers; 

• visit this online list of pharmacies (in Dutch) – click on zoek een apotheek and enter your 

postcode to find the nearest one. 

If you have a consultation with a huisarts (GP), you can sometimes collect your medicine right away 

from the apotheek as they are often connected electronically. You won’t have to pay for your 

prescription at the time if the pharmacy has a contract with your insurer. However, if they don’t, you 

must pay and claim it back. Your insurance company may also specify which types or brands your 

policy covers, and which it doesn’t. If it doesn’t cover your medicine, it might be worth looking for a 

cheaper generic brand. 

MENTAL HEALTHCARE  
 

According to statistics, around 4 in 10 Dutch people will experience some form of mental illness during 

their lifetime. Mental healthcare in the Netherlands is covered by health insurance if the treatment is 

referred by your huisarts. This could include treatments such as: 

• psychiatric treatment in a hospital or mental health institution; 

• psychological care such as counseling or psychotherapy; 

• residency in a mental healthcare institution; 

• alternative or complementary therapy 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-services/dutch-dental-care-104612/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/children-healthcare/dental-care-for-children-in-the-netherlands-1757055/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/children-healthcare/dental-care-for-children-in-the-netherlands-1757055/
http://www.apotheek.nl/
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There are many English-speaking therapists in the Netherlands. However, not all provide services that 

are covered by public health insurance. Mental health services are provided through GZZ Nederland, 

which is the trade association for the sector. 

If you have any mental health concerns, you should contact your huisarts in the first instance. If you 

feel uncertain about your mental health, but don’t feel comfortable about approaching your doctor 

or mental health services, you can find easily accessible online support including treatment and tests. 

 

VACCINATION SYSTEM 

Vaccinations for children 

About four to six weeks prior to your baby’s due date, you will receive an invitation for your child to 

participate in the National Immunization Program. You will also receive a call-up card for each 

subsequent vaccination appointment, which you should bring with you to the appointment. 

If your children did not start receiving their vaccinations in the Netherlands, however, you can consult 

with your family doctor about how to bring your child’s vaccinations in-line with the National 

Immunization Program. Regardless of whether or not your child was participating in the National 

Immunization Program since they were a baby, child vaccinations in the Netherlands are free. 

Recommended vaccinations in the Netherlands 

Vaccinations in the Netherlands are not required by law, though more than 95% of families do 

vaccinate their children. Children living in the Netherlands are, in any case, vaccinated free of charge. 

Accordingly, the Dutch immunization program protects against 12 different diseases: 

• Diphtheria 

• Haemophilus influenzae type b 

• Hepatitis B 

• Human papillomavirus 

• Measles 

• Meningococcal disease 

• Mumps 

• Pertussis (whooping cough) 

• Pneumococcal disease 

• Polio 

• Rubella 

• Tetanus 

Vaccination schedule in the Netherlands 

According to the schedule for the immunization program, vaccines are first given to children during 

infancy, starting at six–nine weeks of age. Boys receive vaccinations until they are nine years of age; 

in addition, girls also receive vaccinations to protect against human papillomavirus (HPV). Vaccines 

are scheduled as follows: 

• six–nine weeks: one injection for diphtheria, haemophilus influenzae type b, hepatitis B, 

pertussis, polio, and tetanus; one injection for pneumococcal disease. 

• three months: one injection for diphtheria, haemophilus influenzae type b, hepatitis B, 

pertussis, polio, and tetanus. 

https://www.mentaalvitaal.nl/tools
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• four months: one injection for diphtheria, haemophilus influenzae type b, hepatitis B, 

pertussis, polio, and tetanus; one injection for pneumococcal disease. 

• 11 months: one injection for diphtheria, haemophilus influenzae type b, hepatitis B, pertussis, 

polio, and tetanus; one injection for pneumococcal disease. 

• 14 months: one injection for mumps, measles, and rubella; one injection for meningococcal 

disease. 

• four years: one injection for diphtheria, hepatitis B, pertussis, and tetanus. 

• nine years: one injection for diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus; one injection for measles, 

mumps, and rubella. 

• 12/13 years (girls only): two injections for human papillomavirus. 

 

COVID-19 IN THE NETHERLANDS 

The COVID-19 pandemic has been a difficult time for everyone. Many expats find themselves 

separated from family and loved ones in their home countries. As a foreigner, it is also sometimes 

difficult to find critical information regarding coronavirus infection rates, local measures and 

restrictions, and now, thankfully, vaccinations. 

• For general coronavirus health information in the Netherlands, including vaccination 

schedules and locations, visit the RIVM website. 

• For official COVID-19 measures, rules, and restrictions in the Netherlands, visit the Dutch 

government’s Coronavirus website. 

 

USED SOURCES 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/healthcare-in-the-netherlands-100057/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/womens-health/womens-healthcare-in-the-netherlands-

100752/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/vaccinations-in-the-netherlands-80997/ 

https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/dutch-healthcare-system 

  

https://www.rivm.nl/en
https://www.government.nl/topics/coronavirus-covid-19/tackling-new-coronavirus-in-the-netherlands
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/healthcare-in-the-netherlands-100057/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/womens-health/womens-healthcare-in-the-netherlands-100752/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/womens-health/womens-healthcare-in-the-netherlands-100752/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/vaccinations-in-the-netherlands-80997/
https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/dutch-healthcare-system
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EMERGENCY NUMBERS 

 
EMERGENCIES IN THE NETHERLANDS: 112 
 

The emergency number for police, fire, or ambulance in the Netherlands is 112. The pan-European 

112 emergency operators also speak English. You will be asked for the address and city where you are 

calling from as well as the nature of the emergency. 

For information on emergency situations (noodsituaties) in the Netherlands, visit the government 

site www.denkvooruit.nl. Residents can also subscribe to the government mobile alert service 

(www.nl-alert.nl), which will send a text message regarding any emergencies in your area, or you 

can register your presence after a disaster or an emergency. 

 

HELPLINES AND EMERGENCY NUMBERS 
 

• ACCESS: publishes several online information guides for international residents and provides 
support. | 0900 222 2377 (20ct/min) | www.access-nl.org | helpdesk@access-nl.org 

• Alcoholics Anonymous: 020 625 6057 (national) 
• Animal ambulance (Dierenambulance): 0900 0245 | www.dierenambulance.nl | Also 

provides shelter for animals seeking new homes. 
• Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: 020 623 6565 (national) | www.switchboard.nl 
• Helpline for children and teenagers: 0800 0432 
• SOS 24-hour helpline: Staffed by Dutch volunteers but many speak English | 0900 0767 

(5ct/min) 
• Gas or electricity emergencies and outages: 0800 9009 | www.gasenstroomstoringen.nl 
• Coast guard (Kustwacht): 0900 0111 | www.kustwacht.nl 
• Roadside breakdown service: ANWB 088 269 2222 
• A list of all emergency contacts in The Hague. 

 

POLICE 
 

If the situation is not an emergency, the number for the police (politie) in the Netherlands is 0900 

8844. You will be connected to your local police station. You can also visit www.politie.nl for 

information and more emergency numbers in the Netherlands. 

To leave an anonymous tip (to report a crime) instead, you can call 0800 7000 or visit the website. 

If your passport has been stolen, contact your embassy immediately for instructions as to what to do 

next. You generally need to make a statement at a police station to start any kind of official procedure 

(insurance, applying for a new passport etc.). 

FIRE  
 

Like other emergency services, your local fire department (brandweer) can be reached by calling 112. 

You can find more information on Dutch fire services at www.brandweer.nl. 

http://www.denkvooruit.nl/
http://www.nl-alert.nl/
http://ikbenveilig.rodekruis.nl/
http://www.access-nl.org/living-in-the-netherlands/living/emergency-numbers-and-other-useful-information.aspx
mailto:helpdesk@access-nl.org
http://www.dierenambulance.nl/
http://www.switchboard.nl/
http://www.kustwacht.nl/en
http://www.anwb.nl/over-anwb/vereniging-en-bedrijf/organisatie/english-page
http://www.denhaag.nl/en/residents/to/Emergency-assistance.htm
http://www.politie.nl/
https://www.meldmisdaadanoniem.nl/english/
http://www.brandweer.nl/
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HEALTH EMERGENCIES  
 

In urgent medical situations, call an ambulance (ambulance) at the national emergency number in the 

Netherlands: 112. You can also visit the emergency room at the hospital (eerste hulp), but if a doctor 

could have treated the situation, you may be charged for this or refused treatment without a referral. 

For non-life threatening issues, you should first contact your local doctor or find your closest out-of-

hours medical clinic (huisartsenpost).  

To find the nearest emergency doctor or out-of-hours clinic near you (usually open after 17:00 and on 

the weekend), you can google the nearest huisartsenpost. You can also call a helpline for information; 

fees may apply. 

An out-of-hours doctor should be used for emergency situations for which you would normally call 
your doctor during normal office hours, such as tightness of chest, a home accident, chronic abdominal 
pain, or a sick child. In the event of an emergency that requires immediate, specialized medical 
attention, you should consider the ER instead. Often, huisartsenposts will be located in hospitals right 
by the ER. 

Useful phrases for emergencies 
• Call an ambulance: Bel een ambulance 
• Calling the police: Bel de politie 
• Call the fire brigade: Bel de brandweer 
• Get/call a doctor: Haal/bel een dokter 
• I am ill: Ik ben ziek 

 

SERVICES AND UTILITY EMERGENCIES 

If there is a pubic danger or fire hazard, such as a major gas leak, call the national emergency number 
in the Netherlands: 112. For other, non-life threatening outages, visit your power company’s website. 
They may announce maintenance work or inform their customers about the outage. Otherwise, you 
will be able to find their 24-hour emergency number in the Netherlands listed under the 

heading Spoeddienst (quick service), Calamiteiten (calamities), or Storingen (problems). 

Gas and electrical emergencies 

If you suspect a gas leak (gaslucht) or have a power problem (stroomstoring), you can call the national 

line 0800 9009; however, for serious emergencies posing a public threat, call the national emergency 

number in the Netherlands: 112. See www.gasenstroomstoringen.nl for details. 

Water emergencies 

Contact your local gemeente for serious (sewage) issues. If the problem is in the length of pipe 

between the street and your house, however, this is the local water board’s responsibility. 

For other situations that are your responsibility, you can also google or search the yellow pages 

(gouden gids) for a loodgieter (plumber). 

However, this is difficult to spot when water is spouting out and threatening to flood your house. A 

plumber may simply come and charge you around €60 to tell you to call your local water board, as this 

isn’t the part of the pipe the individual householder is responsible for. 

http://www.gasenstroomstoringen.nl/
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USEFUL DUTCH MEDICAL PHRASES 
 

• I have an emergency: Ik heb een noodgeval 

• I am ill: Ik ben ziek 

• Call a doctor: Haal een dokter 

• I have a headache/stomachache: Ik heb hoofdpijn/buikpijn 

• I have an itch: Ik heb jeuk 

• Call an ambulance: Bel een ambulance 

• Call the police: Bel de politie 

• I feel dizzy: Ik ben duizelig 

• I need a doctor: Ik heb een dokter nodig 

• Help!: Help! 

• I feel unwell: Ik voel me niet lekker 

• I am allergic to…: Ik ben allergisch voor… 

 

USED SOURCES 
https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/emergency-numbers 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/emergency-numbers-in-the-

netherlands-100591/ 

  

https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/emergency-numbers
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/emergency-numbers-in-the-netherlands-100591/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/healthcare/healthcare-basics/emergency-numbers-in-the-netherlands-100591/
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MANDATORY AND OPTIONAL INSURANCES 
 

OVERVIEW OF INSURANCE IN THE NETHERLANDS 
 

There are many different types of insurance in the Netherlands. However, only a few are legally 

required. In addition to this, there are many optional forms that may be recommended depending on 

your personal circumstances. 

Insurance in the Netherlands is regulated by both the Dutch Central Bank (De Nederlandsche Bank 

– DNB) and the Netherlands Authority for Financial Markets (Autoreteit Financiele Markten – AFM). 

Expat-friendly Dutch insurance brokers include: 

• Independer – both comparison website and insurance broker, Independer works with the 

biggest insurers in the Netherlands, allowing you to compare and buy with ease. 

• Partner Pete – English-speaking brokers who help expats settle into Dutch life and get the best 

deals on home utilities and all types of insurance. 

 

WHICH INSURANCE IS LEGALLY REQUIRED? 

 
Health insurance 

Health insurance in the Netherlands is mandatory for all residents. Therefore you must register for an 

insurance scheme within four months of arriving in the country. If you are eligible, you can register for 

public health insurance.  

See the section ‘Health insurance’ above for more information. 

 
Car insurance 

By law, you must have at least third-party insurance (WA-verzekering) for your car. This covers you 

against any damage or injury to others caused by your vehicle. 

In the Netherlands, insurance policies cover the car rather than the driver. Consequently, anyone with 

a valid driving license can legally drive your car. However, the person whose name is on the insurance 

remains legally responsible for any damage. 

If you want to increase your level of car insurance, you can opt for a limited extension (WA Plus). This 

will cover your vehicle against damages caused by theft, vandalism, fire, storms or collisions with 

animals. 

For comprehensive coverage, there is the all risk policy (allriskverzekering) which covers all damage. 

Most importantly, this includes damage which was your fault. 

 

 

https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=8558&awinaffid=666995&clickref=
https://lt45.net/c/?si=13322&li=1592809&wi=333504&ws=content
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Similar to European countries, insurance costs will be cheaper if you are considered a lower risk driver. 

This will be based on factors such as: 

• driving history; 

• age; 

• experience 

If you move to the Netherlands from another EU country, you can use an existing valid insurance policy. 

However, this is only if coverage provided is equivalent to Dutch insurance coverage and your foreign 

insurer allows it. 

For more information, look at the section ‘driving in the Netherlands’. 

 

Social insurance 

If you are working in the Netherlands, you are obliged to make social security payments. This is split 

into two areas. The first is national insurance (volksverzekeringen) which covers: 

• pensions 

• child benefits 

• survivor benefits 

• long-term care 

The second is employee insurance (werknemersverzekeringen) which covers: 

• unemployment benefits 

• sick leave 

• disability benefits 

Look at the section ‘social security’ for more information. 

 

OPTIONAL FORMS OF INSURANCE 
 

Home insurance 

Homeowners insurance (woonhuisverzekering) is not compulsory in the Netherlands, but you may 

need to purchase it if taking out a mortgage when you buy a property. 

A standard home insurance policy covers fire, storm, flood, and theft. However, flood coverage 

policies distinguish between rainwater damage (covered) and damage due to dike failures (not 

covered). If you buy an apartment, the Association of Owners (VVE) generally arranges a home 

insurance plan. Apartment owners generally share the costs equally amongst each other. 

If you are a tenant renting a property, you should find out the details of your landlord’s insurance 

policy before arranging your own cover. In general, your landlord’s insurance will cover damage to the 

building itself, but it won’t always cover your belongings. 

In addition to this, it’s important to be aware that making significant changes to a rented home may 

invalidate your insurance policy. This is because the policy is based on an estimate of total costs and 

values. Therefore, you should speak to both your insurance company and your landlord if you intend 

to make major changes when renting a home. 
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Contents insurance 

Contents insurance (inboedelverzekering) covers furniture, glass breakage, and general contents such 

as computers and appliances. It’s recommended for both homeowners and tenants, however, in some 

cases, the landlord’s insurance will cover this. Check your contract when signing the lease to avoid 

being left without coverage when renting accommodation. 

Costs will depend on the extent of your coverage, but standard policies are generally around €10 a 

month (Expatica, March 2021). A number of Dutch insurers provide contents insurance, although be 

aware that much of the documentation will be in Dutch. However, smaller insurers 

like Lemonade offer English-speaking coverage, making the sign-up process significantly easier. Many 

insurers, both large and small, also offer high-value contents cover (kostbaarhedenverzekering) for 

any rare or expensive belongings, should you need it. 

Liability insurance 

One other home-related insurance you might want to consider is liability insurance. This will cover you 

in the event of accidents or injuries to third parties that occur in your home, plus it will also cover you 

against any damage caused by your property (e.g., dislodged roof tiles hitting a neighbour’s car). 

Homeowners and tenants often receive this insurance as part of a combination package. Consequently, 

around 85-90% of the Dutch population has this insurance. Again, you’ll have plenty of options when 

it comes to choosing a premium.  

Life insurance 

Life insurance (levensverzekering) provides financial security for family members in the event of your 

death. There are a number of insurance companies in the Netherlands that offer life insurance, with 

different packages to choose from. 

If you purchase life insurance in the Netherlands, make sure you are clear on the details so that you 

know the extent of the coverage. For example, not all life insurance policies cover natural disasters 

or terrorist attacks. 

Legal insurance 

This insurance (Rechtbijstandverzekering) covers legal expenses in the event of a lawsuit or a legal 

dispute. Just under half of the Dutch population have some form of legal expenses insurance. As a 

result of this, they don’t have to pay for expensive lawyers should a contentious situation arise. 

You can choose which type of situations to insure against, such as road accidents, employment 

disputes, or family issues. 

TOOLS FOR COMPARING INSURANCES 
 

• Pricewise – comparison website for insurance and more 

• European Insurance – compares a range of insurances including health insurance, car 

insurance, home insurance, and life insurance 

• Zorgwijzer – health insurance comparison website 

• Auto Verzekering – car insurance comparison website 

 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/finance/insurance/insurance-in-the-netherlands-100575/
https://www.pricewise.nl/rdr/?tt=9161_12_365596_
https://www.europeaninsurance.nl/
https://www.zorgwijzer.nl/zorgvergelijker/english#/search
https://www.autoverzekering.nl/car-insurance-netherlands/
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USED SOURCES 
 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/finance/insurance/insurance-in-the-netherlands-100575/ 

https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/insurances-netherlands/private-insurances 

 

  

https://www.expatica.com/nl/finance/insurance/insurance-in-the-netherlands-100575/
https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/insurances-netherlands/private-insurances
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CHILDCARE 
 

CHILDCARE OPTIONS 
 

Kinderdagverblijf 

Public daycare for children aged six weeks to four years old. Centres are generally open from 8am to 

6–8pm. Urban areas have a shortage so expect long waiting lists. 

Some daycares are especially expat-friendly, with an English-language website and multilingual staff: 

• Partou (with 400 locations nationwide) 

• Hestia (3 locations in and around Amsterdam) 

• Zein International Childcare (4 locations in and around The Hague) 

Private daycare and childminders 

In large cities, there are private facilities offering flexible options up to 24-hour care, which are more 

expensive, plus international nurseries and pre-school establishments. 

Pre-school/playgroups (peuterspeelzalen) 

Activities and play for two to four year olds. This is often more social rather than proper daycare but 

— if you can get a place — it can be sufficient if you intend to work part-time. 

After-school care 

Some daycare centres provide this for children up to 12, but it is also provided by naschoolse 

opvang and buitenschoolse opvang (BSO) establishments. 

 

CHILD BENEFITS 
 

Parents living or working in the Netherlands with children under 18 are entitled to the kinderbijslag, a 

quarterly contribution to the cost of raising children from the Sociale Verzerkerings Bank (SVB). The 

amount depends on age, special needs, etc. but is not income-related. It can be paid into a bank 

account in some foreign countries (but this will take longer).  

Find information in seven languages and a list of local offices at the site of SVB. 

 

CHILDCARE ALLOWANCE 
 

Parents working in the Netherlands are entitled to the childcare allowance (kinderopvangtoeslag) for 

children under 12. This is a contribution to the cost of childcare, whether for a childcare centre, 

afterschool care or a private childminder (gastouder). The allowance can reduce childcare costs up to 

a maximum of 94%, depending on income and number of children.  

 

 

https://www.partou.nl/en/?utm_source=expatica&utm_campaign=childcareinNL
https://www.expatica.com/nl/directory/living/pre-school-nurseries/
http://www.zeinchildcare.nl/
https://www.svb.nl/nl/
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Claiming your Childcare Tax Credit 

As a working or studying Dutch resident, you can be eligible for childcare Tax Credit if you use 

registered childcare. The lower your income, the more tax credits you can get. The average hourly 

rebate for one child ranges from €6.38 to €6.84 depending on the type of care. As of 2014, income 

limits no longer apply. 

The amount of financial assistance you can receive will depend on: 

• your income 

• the number of childcare hours per child 

• the number of children 

• the type of child care you use 

• the maximum hours of care. 

You can claim a maximum of 230 hours per child per month.  

You can contact the Belastingdienst service line (BelastingTelefoon) at 0800 0543. 

The helpdesk officers at the Belastingdienst only speak Dutch, however, most employees 

will be happy to assist you in English. Make sure you have your citizen service number 

(burgerservicenummer) on hand. 

 

HIRING AN AU PAIR IN THE NETHERLANDS 
 

Bringing an au pair to the Netherlands is restricted. One of the key rules is that the au pair cannot have 

previously worked for your family abroad. Only a recognised au pair agency can submit a permit 

application on behalf of an au pair. 

An au pair can stay in the Netherlands for one year for the purpose of cultural exchange and is not 

allowed to work outside the agreed au pair duties. The IND website has a section for au pairs who 

wish to come to the Netherlands, as well as conditions for what an au pair is allowed to do. 

DAY CARE  
 

Another option for children aged 0 – 4 is the day care centre where children are cared for while parents 

are at work. Children are divided either vertically, with all age groups together (0 to 4 years) or 

horizontally, with children of a similar age. Day care centres generally mirror the working day and 

open from 7:30 am or 8:00 until 18:00 or 18:30. Some centres allow half day sessions and others even 

have 24-hour facilities. The flexibility of these types of centres may be one reason why waiting lists 

tend to be very long. 

INTERNATIONAL DAY CARE 
 

For expat residents, there is the option of international day care in the Netherlands. These centres 

have English-speaking and multilingual staff, run multicultural activities, and offer places to children 

of residents from all nationalities. 

 

http://www.belastingdienst.nl/wps/wcm/connect/bldcontentnl/standaard_functies/prive/contact/belastingtelefoon_bellen/belastingtelefoon_bellen
http://www.belastingdienst.nl/wps/wcm/connect/bldcontentnl/standaard_functies/prive/contact/
http://www.ind.nl/
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Day care in the Netherlands is a healthy mix of fun, learning and interaction. The emphasis is on 

helping the child develop in a way that doesn’t disrupt their development at home. Programs offered 

by international day care centres in the Netherlands will vary between institutions, but will usually 

consist of: 

• Creative activities where children engage in art, music, dancing, etc. 

• Indoor and outdoor play 

• Language development through reading and communication 

• Social development through interaction in a diverse, multicultural environment 

• Provision of healthy meals and snacks for nutritional development 

Development of language skills at international daycare centres 

Although some international day care centres in the Netherlands provide only English-speaking 

services, others offer bilingual classes in Dutch and English. There are a few schools, that offer a fully 

bilingual program. 

Learning in both languages means that children of English-speaking residents that speak little or no 

Dutch can develop the language skills of their host country alongside those of their native language. 

Many offers activities in both Dutch and English. Dutch teachers speak only Dutch and English teachers 

speak only English. Children also learn songs in the native languages of international pupils. 

The approach is that children have a natural capacity to learn multiple languages from birth. It’s all 

about getting children to interact with one another. Some use songs and sign language to enhance 

communication. 

How to apply for a place at a day care centre 

Due to the popularity of childcare in the Netherlands, there can be long waiting lists at international 

day care centres and it’s recommended to apply for a place as early as possible. Most centres will offer 

tours for parents so they can visit the site before making a decision, but many also accept online 

applications, which is very practical if you haven’t arrived in the country yet. 

You will need to provide personal details about yourself and your child, including languages spoken, 

along with details of which days you wish your child to attend. If there are no spots available at the 

time, children are placed on a waiting list until a suitable place opens up. 

You can find a list of day cares on Expatica or Iamexpat. 

 

CHILDMINDERS 
 

In the Netherlands these carers are called gastouders. Registered childminders look after children in 

their home or at the parents’ home. Childminders can care for up to six children from infant age to 13 

years, including their own children up to the age of 10. Registered childminders must have a Level 

2 certificate in an ‘introduction to early years education and care’, a Certificate of Good Conduct, 

liability insurance and a valid first aid certificate. Childminders must be registered with a childminding 

agency also known as gastouderbureau. 

For more information on childminders, click here.  

https://www.expatica.com/nl/directory/living/pre-schools-daycares/?utm_source=301&utm_medium=redirect&utm_campaign=2020-02-12
https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/family-kids/day-care-childcare-netherlands
https://www.4kids.nl/en/childminder-childcare
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PRESCHOOL 
 

For many expat families, toddler pre-school (peuterspeelzaal) is the first foray into the Dutch school 

system. Peuterspeelzaal is an educational program to help children aged between two-and-a-half and 

four as they prepare to start school. Pre-schools come under the governance of the Ministry of Social 

Affairs and Employment. 

See also the section ‘preschool education’ below. 

 

USED SOURCES 
 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/family/child-allowance-in-the-netherlands-558355/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/family/childcare-in-the-netherlands-102203/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/family/international-day-care-in-the-netherlands-1997627/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/family/preschool-and-daycare-in-the-netherlands-107653/ 

https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/family-kids/day-care-childcare-netherlands 

  

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/family/child-allowance-in-the-netherlands-558355/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/family/childcare-in-the-netherlands-102203/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/family/international-day-care-in-the-netherlands-1997627/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/family/preschool-and-daycare-in-the-netherlands-107653/
https://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/family-kids/day-care-childcare-netherlands
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SCHOOLING AND EDUCATION 

Overall, the education system in the Netherlands works very well, but it is very different from most 
other countries. Furthermore, some of the policies vary per city.  This includes numerous international 
schools of which some are also subsidised. International education is available at both state-funded 
and private schools throughout the country, and seventeen primary schools have officially 
implemented bilingual education. 

EDUCATION IN THE NETHERLANDS 

Most children start primary school (called basisschool in Dutch) the day after their 4th birthday; 
whenever that is throughout the year. From their 5th birthday, all children are obliged to go to school 
(leerplicht). 

Primary school has eight grades, group 1 through group 8 (age 12). Afterwards, students transfer to a 
secondary school. They are obliged to go to school until the end of the school year in which they have 
turned 16; provided they have obtained a diploma (startkwalificatie). If not, they should continue 
studying until age 18, either full-time or part-time. 

SCHOOL FEES AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

Although the education at most Dutch schools is free, they do ask for a small voluntarily parent 
contribution (ouderbijdrage) with which they pay for extra things like school trips, celebrations 
(Sinterklaas / Christmas), a dedicated music teacher, or a pupil-run vegetable garden. Some schools 
base the rate of the contribution on the household income of the parents. 

The Ministry of Education, Culture, and Science (OCW) is the Dutch ministry responsible for education, 
culture, science, research, gender equality, and communications. Apart from a handful of private, fee-
paying schools, all schools are funded by this ministry. The ministry sets quality standards, core 
objectives, attainment targets, and social objectives all schools need to adhere to. However, individual 
schools fill in the details of the curriculum and budget allocation. 

The Dutch school attendance law (leerplichtwet) is very strict. Children are only allowed to miss school 
because of very specific reasons; for example, an important family celebration or emergency, or if you 
can prove that your job doesn’t allow you to take time off during the school holidays. 

SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 
 

School holidays in the Netherlands, for primary and secondary schools, are set nationally with 

staggered start/finish times across three regions in order to spread out most of the holiday traffic. The 

summer holiday lasts for six weeks. During the school year, there is at least one week of holiday after 

each period of about six weeks; this is so both pupils and teachers can recharge their batteries. While 

the school terms of private and international schools can be different, the school year lasts in total a 

minimum of 40 weeks. 

You can check the exact dates of the holidays from 2021 until 2026 here. 

 

  

https://www.expatica.com/nl/education/children-education/international-school-in-the-netherlands-102018/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/education/children-education/international-school-in-the-netherlands-102018/
https://www.schoolvakanties-nederland.nl/schoolvakanties-2021.html
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PRESCHOOL EDUCATION  
 

Before children reach primary school age, they could go to day care or preschool, or a combination of 

the two. Day care is meant for children from about 10 weeks up to 4 years old. Most day cares only 

offer full-day contracts for 1 to 5 fixed days per week. In most cities, preschool (voorschool) starts at 

age 2, and is offered for an average of 15 hours per week, spread out over three days. 

Usually preschool is more structured than day care and they prepare the preschool children for 

primary school in a playful way, according to a designated program. Most preschools are connected 

to a primary school, but run by a different organization. In most cases, your child won’t get automatic 

access to the connected primary school. 

Toddlers learn intellectual, emotional and educational skills such as language and counting, social 

interaction, following directions, playing, sports and music. Peuterspeelzaal is available five days per 

week (Monday-Friday). You can choose to send your child for three hours or five hours 

(excluding/including lunch) and from between one – five days per week (some centres will require a 

minimum of two days per week). Most preschools open at 8:30 with the day running through to 15:00. 

Tax rebate for preschool 

If both parents work (or a single parent works in a single parent family), they should be entitled to a 

tax rebate (kinderopvangtoeslag) for the day care costs through the Belastingdienst. This amount is 

not only dependent on the income of both parents, but also on how many hours they use day care. 

Also in the case of preschool, working parents can apply for the tax rebate. If only one or neither of 

the parents works, they will get a subsidy from the municipality (gemeente) for the preschool costs. 

Selecting a preschool in the Netherlands 

Picking a peuterspeelzaal depends on three main criteria: location, methodology and availability. 

Language is also a strong factor with a heavy percentage of pre-schools solely teaching in Dutch. 

However there are also a considerable number of English language nurseries, particularly around The 

Hague. For location, you might select one in your neighbourhood or one connected to the primary 

school your child will later attend. There are several available teaching methodologies, which focus on 

different areas or teaching styles. But ultimately, availability of space may very well be the deciding 

factor. 

PRIMARY EDUCATION IN THE NETHERLANDS 

 
In the Netherlands, there is a distinction between openbare and bijzondere schools: 

• The openbare schools are both funded and run by an independent foundation that was 

originally set up by the government. They are always non-religious.  

• About two-thirds of the population attend bijzondere (special) schools, which have their own 

board and often follow particular religious or pedagogic principles. Usually, the religious 

schools are fairly moderate in terms of religion and are open to non-religious children, and 

those who have a different religion. However, this varies per school. 

Most primary schools combine groups 1 and 2 (ages 4 and 5) in the same class, the kleuterklas, which 

is comparable to kindergarten. Here they focus on learning through play, social skills, gross and fine 

motor skills, structure, independence, and gradual preparation for reading and writing. Formal reading 

and writing start in group 3, at age 6. 
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School opening hours 

Schools may decide their own hours. Usually, school starts between 8.30 and 8.45am, and ends 

between 3.00 and 3.15pm. There is a lunch break for about 45 minutes to 1 hour, during which the 

children can either go home or have lunch at school (overblijven/TSO). For the children who stay at 

school, an additional fee (overblijfgeld) has to be paid. They have to bring their own lunch from home.  

Some schools have a continuous schedule (continurooster), where all pupils have lunch at school in 

the classroom with their teacher. Their lunch break is shorter and the school ends earlier than the 

schools that have overblijven. 

On Wednesdays, most schools close at around 12.30pm for the day. Wednesday afternoons are 

usually filled by playdates, birthday parties, sports clubs, and music lessons. Primary schools are 

required to offer after-school care to their pupils. Usually, they contract an external organization (BSO). 

The BSO teachers will come and pick up the children from school, and then parents/ guardians can 

pick them up at the BSO location before closing time. During school holidays and other days that the 

school is closed, the BSO is open all day. Parents have to arrange and pay for the BSO separately, for 

which they may get a tax rebate (Kinderopvangtoeslag). 

Bilingual schools 

By law, Dutch schools have to start teaching English as a subject by group 7 (about age 10) at the latest. 

More and more schools have decided to start earlier, sometimes from group 1. Such schools are VVTO 

schools, which refers to Early Foreign Language Education. 

Seventeen schools in the Netherlands are official bilingual pilot schools. They may teach up to 50% of 

the time in English. The pilot is due to finish in 2023, and if the results are positive, there are likely to 

be more bilingual schools afterwards. 

It is important to note that the bilingual schools are Dutch schools, which offer English on top of the 

Dutch curriculum. All the tests are still in Dutch. Some bilingual schools require at least one of the 

parents to be fluent in Dutch. 

Student testing and monitoring 

Most Dutch primary schools don’t give much homework, especially not in the early years. Twice per 

year, from group 2 or 3, the pupils take a test to measure their progress. They call this the ‘pupil 

monitor system’ (leerlingvolg-systeem, LVS). With these tests, schools can spot any learning difficulties 

like dyslexia at an early stage. If they detect something, the child might need some additional support. 

The tests are also a way to measure the quality of teaching. The pupils can’t pass or fail these tests 

and there are no direct consequences based on the outcome of the tests alone.  

Student reports and grades 

Most schools hand out a school report twice a year with grades that range from ‘very good’ to 

‘insufficient’, and invite parents to discuss their children’s results in a 10-minute meeting. It is fairly 

common for a child to repeat or skip a year, and people do not usually frown upon this. 

In group 8, the last year of primary school, the pupils take the central end test for primary education 

(Centrale Eindtoets Basisonderwijs). This is an aptitude test that measures what the pupils have 

learned in the past eight years. The pupils answer questions which test their Dutch language and 

comprehension skills, mathematics, study skills, and world orientation. This is a combination of history, 

geography, biology, and world religions.  
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Before the end test takes place, the group 8 teacher assesses what level of secondary education would 

best fit each pupil. They base their recommendation on various factors including the pupil’s test scores 

from group 6, their intelligence, attitude towards learning, eagerness to learn, interests, and 

motivation. Based on the outcome of this end test and the recommendation of the teacher, the pupils 

get a school recommendation (schooladvies) for the appropriate level of secondary education. 

 

SECONDARY EDUCATION IN THE NETHERLANDS 

There are basically three levels of high school education, which go by the acronyms of VMBO, HAVO, 

and VWO. Here is a summary of them all: 

• VMBO –  is a four-year vocationally-orientated stream focussed on practical knowledge, which 

leads to vocational training (MBO). It has two qualification levels and students complete the 

track at the age of 16 

• HAVO – is a five-year middle stream that prepares students to study higher professional 

education at universities of applied sciences (hogescholen), where they can follow a 

bachelor’s degree in applied sciences (HBO). Students complete the HAVO around the age of 

17. 

• VWO – The VWO is a six-year education stream with a focus on theoretical knowledge, that 

prepares students to follow a bachelor’s degree (WO) at a research university. Students study 

the VWO at schools known as atheneum and gymnasium and complete the stream around 

the age of 18. 

Subject choices 

Many secondary schools offer a mixed-level ‘bridge class’ in the first year (sometimes for the first 2 

years). After obtaining a diploma from one level, you may proceed to the next level. This route usually 

takes some extra time. Some secondary schools are running a pilot where you can take different 

subjects at different levels. It looks like the system will become a bit more flexible in the future. 

At VMBO schools, students can choose between more theoretical or more practical subjects. They 

also choose a sector in which to specialize: Economics (e.g., administration, commercial services, 

fashion), Agriculture (e.g., agriculture, environment, and food technology), Technical (e.g., 

construction, graphics, automotive, electrical), or Care and Welfare (e.g., care, sports, services, safety). 

Trade and MBO diplomas 

After the theoretical level of VMBO, students may either go to the fourth year of HAVO, or to the MBO, 

where they can obtain a trade diploma. With a theoretical MBO diploma, you may move onto HBO, 

which is a university of applied sciences. 

About halfway through their HAVO or VWO course, students have to choose a profile in which they 

will eventually graduate. The options are: nature and health, nature and technology, culture and 

society, or economics and society. With your HAVO diploma, you may go to 5VWO or HBO. 

VWO is in general more analytical and research-oriented than HAVO, and consists of two branches:  

• Gymnasium offers Latin, Ancient Greek, and Classical studies 

• Atheneum does not 

• Both give equal access to (research-oriented) university (WO). 
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INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS 
 

There are two types of international schools in the Netherlands: 

• Subsidized international schools 

The Netherlands is one of the few countries in the world in which the government subsidizes 

international education. The subsidized international schools are intended for children who 

live temporarily (2 to 3 years) in the country because of their parents’ jobs; however, they 

won’t have to leave if you end up staying longer. The fees are around 4,500 to 5,500 euros per 

year, per child, and many schools have a waiting list. 

 

• Private international schools 

The private international schools generally start at 15,000 euros per year. These schools 

usually have shorter waiting lists and tend to offer more facilities, and after-school activities. 

Most of the international schools follow the thematic International Primary Curriculum (IPC) 

or the inquiry-based IB (International Baccalaureate) curriculum. 

 

Find a full list of international schools here. 

 

UNIVERSITIES AND HIGHER EDUCATION 
 

Third-level education is available at a vocational level (HBO, a university of applied sciences 

or hogeschool) and at an academic level (WO, at a universiteit). Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees are 

available at both HBO and WO institutions, but only Dutch universities (WO) offer PhD programs. 

There is a small, third branch of higher education offering international education in the 

Netherlands (IE) comprising advanced courses suited to international students, plus various 

other institutions that offer international programs and short courses to study in the Netherlands. 

There are more than 2,100 courses taught in, offered at almost all universities in the Netherlands for 

international students.  

You can see what’s available to study in the Netherlands on EpNuffic , which includes extensive 

information about the Netherlands’ university system plus lists of universities in the 

Netherlands in English. 

Dutch universities of applied sciences (HBO) 

In 2016, more than 440,000 students were enrolled at 37 universities of applied sciences 

or hogescholen, which provide practical programs lasting four years. Students can prepare for 

particular professions in one of seven sectors: agriculture, engineering and technology, economics and 

business administration, healthcare, fine and performing arts, teacher training, and social welfare. 

You can check the government’s list of Dutch universities of applied sciences. 

  

https://www.iamexpat.nl/education/primary-secondary-education/international-schools-netherlands
https://www.studyinholland.nl/education-system/dutch-institutions/other-institutions
https://www.epnuffic.nl/en
https://www.studyinholland.nl/education-system/dutch-institutions/universities-of-applied-sciences
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Dutch research universities (WO) 

In 2016, there were 13 research universities in the Netherlands offering international degrees and 

short courses, with some 240,000 students involved in intensive, academic studies in 12 different cities 

(Amsterdam has two universities).  

Dutch universities typically peform well in global rankings, with all 13 ranked in the top 200 of Times 

Higher Education‘s World University Rankings, including eight in the top 100 universities in the world.  

The Netherlands’ universities and institutions are either government-funded or government approved. 

There are also privately financed institutions that are not recognized.  

Dutch university fees 

Dutch university fees depend on your nationality and age, besides what you choose to study in the 

Netherlands. There are special Dutch university fees for EU/EEA nationals, set by the Dutch 

government. Tuition fee loans or Dutch scholarships are available. Otherwise, you pay the institutional 

Dutch university fees (up to 10 times more). The fees at private institutions can be substantially higher. 

As examples, annual Dutch university fees for EU students start from around €1,950, while the average 

Dutch university fees for non-EU students studying Bachelor’s programs sit between €6,000 and 

€15,000 and for Master’s programs between €8,000 and €20,000.  

On the government’s Studyfinder you can also search all English courses and the cost per 

course depending on your nationality. 

If you meet the conditions, however, there are also many options for scholarships. 

Universities in the Netherlands for international students 

There are more than 90,000 international students studying in the Netherlands and information on 

fees, qualifications, and study programs are widely available in English. Students should first contact 

the institution offering the course, which specifies what education qualifications are necessary for 

admission to study in the Netherlands for international students. 

For more information, visit www.studyinholland.nl. 

 

SPECIAL NEEDS SCHOOLS 
 

The speciaal onderwijs schools are divided into the following clusters: 

• 1 – schools for children who are visually impaired or blind; 

• 2 – is for children who have serious communication problems (deafness, speech disorder, 

etc); 

• 3 – schools welcome children who have cognitive or physical disabilities, or a chronic illness 

that makes going to school difficult; 

• 4 – schools are for children with psychiatric or serious behavioral issues (autism, ADHD, PDD-

NOS, ODD, CD, etc). 

After a special needs primary school, a child can go to either a regular secondary school (with extra 

support, if needed), or a special needs school at secondary level (VSO). A special needs school at 

secondary level needs to make an educational plan with the child and guide them towards a suitable 

https://www.studyfinder.nl/
https://www.studyinholland.nl/
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career. If a pupil makes enough progress at the special needs school, they may transfer to a regular 

(primary or secondary) school. 

A specialized educational consultant (onderwijsconsulent) can assist your family in this process. 

An onderwijsconsulent is an independent educational specialist who has a lot of experience with SEN 

children. Parents don’t need to pay for the help of this consultant. 

 

USED RESOURCES 
 

https://www.studyinholland.nl/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/education/higher-education/study-in-the-netherlands-104928/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/education/children-education/dutch-education-system-100816/ 

https://www.iamexpat.nl/education/studying-netherlands/dutch-higher-education/research-

universities 

https://www.iamexpat.nl/education/studying-netherlands/dutch-higher-education/hogescholen 

https://www.iamexpat.nl/education/primary-secondary-education/dutch-school-system 

https://www.studyinholland.nl/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/education/higher-education/study-in-the-netherlands-104928/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/education/children-education/dutch-education-system-100816/
https://www.iamexpat.nl/education/studying-netherlands/dutch-higher-education/research-universities
https://www.iamexpat.nl/education/studying-netherlands/dutch-higher-education/research-universities
https://www.iamexpat.nl/education/studying-netherlands/dutch-higher-education/hogescholen
https://www.iamexpat.nl/education/primary-secondary-education/dutch-school-system
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UTILITIES 
 

GAS AND ELECTRICITY 
 

Generally speaking, electricity is the main source of power in Dutch homes (and increasingly in Dutch 

cars, too). However, gas is also an option in most homes in the country. There are plenty of energy 

providers to choose from, with most offering electricity and gas, should you want both. 

Some will provide lower rates than others, while some will offer a combined package with gas and 

district heating; although this is only available in certain areas. Others will use more sustainable energy, 

often called “green power” (groene stroom) from sources including solar, wind, and water power. 

Dutch energy suppliers 

Below are some of the main energy providers in the Netherlands: 

• Engie 

• Greenchoice 

• Huismerk Energie 

• Eneco 

• Essent 

• Vattenfall (formerly Nuon) 

• Oxxio 

• BudgetEnergie 

• energiedirect.nl 

• NLE 

Comparing Dutch energy providers 

When selecting a Dutch energy provider, it’s essential that you get the right one for you. One quick 

and easy way to ensure this is by using a comparison website. This will help you search by the type of 

energy you want (electricity, gas, or a mix), and the contract. You’ll also be able to easily see which 

providers offer green alternatives.  

Comparison sites such as UnitedConsumers (in Dutch) and Pricewise (in Dutch) make it easy to 

view your options and sign up with a supplier. 

Connecting your energy supply 

Once you’ve chosen your supplier and energy tariff, it’s time to connect. Setting up an account with a 

provider is generally very straightforward. You can do this via telephone or the supplier’s website. 

• It’s likely you’ll need proof of identity (passport or ID card), proof of occupancy (rental contract 

or house deeds), and either a bank statement or proof of residence available from your 

municipality. 

• You’ll also need a bank account to set up your preferred payment method.  

• If you’re moving into a new property, it’s essential you make a note of the meter readings on 

your first day in your home. This will ensure you only pay for your usage and can even help 

you get cheaper bills. Your (new) provider will ask you to provide these readings within 15 

https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=8311&awinaffid=666995&clickref=&ued=
https://www.pricewise.nl/rdr/?tt=9161_12_365596_
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working days of your move or transfer. Should you fail to supply them, the provider will make 

an estimate, which could be higher than needed. The provider will check whether they are 

realistic. If they think there is a mistake, they will contact you to double-check and make a 

correction. You need to do this within 15 working days. 

Changing energy supplier 

Changing your supplier is relatively easy in the Netherlands. Firstly, make sure your contract allows 

you to switch. With some contracts, you’ll get a fine if you decide to switch providers before it ends. 

However, if your plan has an indefinite term you can switch anytime. 

If you do want to change providers, simply find the right tariff for you and contact the supplier. They 

will help you change over and many suppliers will let you switch on their website. Don’t worry about 

being left without power if you choose to switch provider – energy companies are obliged to keep you 

connected through the changeover. 

Dutch voltage and power plugs 

The standard Dutch electricity voltage is 220V (50Hz). While this is the standard voltage for Europe, it 

is significantly higher than many other countries so check which appliances are compatible. 

The Netherlands uses the two-pin power plug adapters commonly used in much of Europe. Don’t 

worry if you have appliances with foreign plugs, such as the three-pin UK version. You should be able 

to buy a suitable Dutch power adapter in most electrical shops. 

 

WATER 
 

The Dutch water system is high-quality and easy to navigate for expats moving to the country. Dutch 

water providers are assigned a certain region of the Netherlands and cannot be selected by the 

consumer.  

When it comes to payment, there are two elements of your water bill: 

• The first is a consumption charge based on actual water usage. This is often called the “tap 

water bill.” Your water company will estimate this charge if you don’t have a water meter and 

you’ll likely have to pay this monthly via bank transfer or automatic collection. Many water 

companies have tools that can help you estimate your usage based on your household. 

• The second payment is a municipal tax for water services. This covers the sewerage system, 

maintenance, drainage, and more. This payment is made quarterly or annually, depending on 

your local water supplier. The cost of this will depend on your household, so check ahead of 

time to ensure you know what payments you can expect to make. 

Main water suppliers in the Netherlands 

• Amsterdam: Waternet 

• Den Haag/Leiden: Dunea 

• Rotterdam: Evides 

• Utrecht: Vitens 

• North-Holland: PWN Waterleidingbedrijf 

 

https://www.waternet.nl/en/
https://www.dunea.nl/
https://www.evides.nl/
https://www.vitens.nl/
https://www.pwn.nl/
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MOBILE 
 

Mobile phone operators in the Netherlands 

There are many mobile operators in the Netherlands so competition is fierce and mobile package deals 

typically offer good value for money. As such, it pays to shop around. It’s also a good idea to compare 

mobile operators as many offer add-on benefits.  

Mobile operators in the Netherlands include: 

• KPN 
• Vodafone 
• Telfort 
• T-Mobile 
• Tele2 
• Expat Mobile 
• AH Mobiel 
• Lebara 

 

Comparing Dutch mobile phone operators 

Still not sure what operator to choose? Thankfully, there are plenty of options when it comes to 

comparing mobile phone plans and tariffs. These comparison sites can give you a better idea of what 

type of plans you can choose from, and many have additional deals for new customers: 

• Mobiel.nl 
• Gsmwijzer.nl 
• UnitedConsumers 

 

Prepaid vs mobile contracts 

Expats arriving in the Netherlands have the choice between a prepaid SIM card and a mobile phone 

contract. If your phone is unlocked and compatible with the Dutch network, you have the freedom to 

choose an operator. If your previous operator has a presence in the Netherlands, it may be preferable 

to stay with the same company. 

• Prepaid SIMs are generally the easier option. With these, you’ll be able to make calls, send 

text messages, and use mobile data. This is particularly popular for expats who already own a 

phone and simply want a Dutch SIM card to get by. It also offers users more freedom as it 

doesn’t involve signing up for a lengthy contract. 

• However, others will prefer the security and cost advantages of a mobile contract. Generally 

speaking, your calls, texts, and data will work out cheaper on a contract if you use your phone 

a lot. This can be a good option if you’re planning on staying in the Netherlands long-term or 

want the latest smartphone. 

  

https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=8296&awinaffid=666995&clickref=&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.kpn.com%2Fmobiel-shop.htm
https://www.vodafone.nl/
https://www.telfort.nl/
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=8389&awinaffid=666995&clickref=&ued=
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=8451&awinaffid=666995&clickref=&ued=
https://www.expatmobile.nl/?utm_source=expatica&utm_medium=mobileoperators
https://www.ah.nl/over-ah/winkelservices/mobiel
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=12108&awinaffid=666995&clickref=&p=%5B%5Bhttps%253A%252F%252Fmobile.lebara.com%252Fnl%252Fen%252F%5D%5D
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=8373&awinaffid=666995&clickref=&ued=
https://www.gsmvergelijker.com/gsmwijzer-nl/
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=8311&awinaffid=666995&clickref=&ued=
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How to get a mobile phone contract 

Signing up for a Dutch mobile phone contract can be done easily online or in-store. If you order online, 

your SIM card and/or handset should be delivered to your home address within a week. To sign up, 

you will likely need to provide the following: 

• proof of identity, to show you are over 18 

• address in the Netherlands 

• Dutch bank account for payment 

INTERNET 
 

The good news for expats is that the Netherlands has one of the best and fastest broadband networks 

in Europe. It also has one of the highest broadband connection rates per 100,000 inhabitants. So, you’ll 

be in good company when you sign up for broadband. 

Cable is the most common form of connection, although fiber-optic (glasvezel) is becoming 

increasingly popular throughout the country. Internet providers generally offer cable as the basic 

connection, with fiber-optic offered at a premium price. However, not all areas can support a fiber-

optic connection. Check beforehand to see your options. Most internet providers will do this check for 

you. 

When it comes to choosing a provider, you’ll find most offer a range of packages. These packages are 

often priced according to download speed, alongside other ‘extras’ such as TV packages and on-

demand video access. It’s essential you choose the right package for you. For example, if your family 

spends a lot of time gaming, you’ll need a higher download speed. If you use the internet for social 

media and subscription TV such as Disney+ or Netflix, you should be fine with lower download speed. 

The biggest internet providers in the Netherlands include the following: 

• KPN 

• Ziggo 

• Tele2 

• T-Mobile 

You can often get discounted packages that include television, landline telephone, and broadband. 
This means it’s best to shop around to get the best deal for you. You can do this easily using the online 
comparison site Prijsvergelijken, which will quickly show you your options. 

How to set up the internet 

It’s relatively straightforward to get yourself connected to the internet in the Netherlands. Generally 

speaking, providers will either offer an installation service or send you the tools to connect yourself. 

If you’re connecting to TV, internet, and home phone at the same time, you may prefer to take 

advantage of the installation service. 

 

 

  

https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=8296&awinaffid=666995&clickref=&ued=
https://www.ziggo.nl/
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=8451&awinaffid=666995&clickref=&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.tele2.nl%2Fshop%2Fthuis%2F%23%2F
https://www.t-mobile.nl/thuis
https://www.prijsvergelijken.nl/compare-broadband/?utm_source=expatica&utm_content=Connecting-television_445246
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TV 
 

Television in the Netherlands is of good quality and widely accessible. Since 2006, all Dutch terrestrial 

channels have been digital, and many of the most popular channels are free-to-air.  

Despite the availability of these channels, over 90% of the Dutch population prefer cable TV. Generally 

speaking, people receive cable TV in the Netherlands through their internet provider, although this 

isn’t necessarily the case. You are able to choose different providers for different services. 

The price you pay for this service will depend on the package you choose. Most providers offer a basic 

package that comes as standard with their internet service. This includes expat-friendly channels like 

BBC One, BBC Two, CNN and MTV alongside a wide range of Dutch national and local channels. 

These providers also offer a range of additional TV packages you can choose from. The most popular 

options for these are generally sports and movie channels. These packages also often include extra 

services, including access to on-demand movies and TV series. Some also include interactive TV, 

meaning you can pause and record live television. 

How do I set up TV? 

Setting up your new TV connection is relatively straightforward and you can do this yourself. You’ll 

receive a package from your TV provider with the cables and connections you need. This will come 

with an instruction booklet. However, this booklet will likely be in Dutch. 

If that sounds too complicated, providers generally offer an installation service for first-time 

subscribers. The cost of this service varies between providers, so be sure to check prices beforehand. 

 

BANKING 
 

The Netherlands has a diverse banking system that currently consists of 96 national and international 

banks plus around 140 local cooperative banks. De Nederlandsche Bank is the country’s national 

central bank, which also regulates Dutch banking services alongside the Dutch Authority for Financial 

Markets (AFM). 

Before opening a bank account 

Before opening a bank account in the Netherlands, you should have no problem obtaining cash from 

an overseas account using an ATM or geldautomaat. They dispense money (in several languages) and 

accept a wide range of debit and credit cards. Many businesses, especially larger businesses, accept 

major credit cards. But the Netherlands has a deeply embedded debit card (pinpas) culture that means 

smaller, local stores may not accept credit cards – and neither will big supermarket chains. 

Types of bank account in the Netherlands 

Most Dutch banks offer two main types of account: 

• Current account, or checking account: this is the standard everyday option. Most expats 

opening a bank account in the Netherlands will opt for a current account that gives instant 

access to money, debit/credit card options, online and mobile banking facilities, and more. 

Banks usually offer different current accounts such as a standard account, a young person’s 

account, or a student account. 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/finance/banking/mobile-banking-and-mobile-payments-in-the-netherlands-1698748/
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• Savings account: these can range from instant access savers to long-term deposit accounts 

which can be used to save for things such as holidays or retirement. Each bank will offer 

different savings packages. 

Opening a bank account 

To open a bank account in order to deposit funds and have a credit or debit card, the following papers 

are necessary: 

• Valid passport 

• Proof of address (recent utility bill or rental contract is usually accepted) 

• Some banks may also request proof of work and BSN number and proof of residence permit 

application 

Often a bank will check the person's credit history and may register new foreign clients with 

the Central Credit Registration office (Bureau Kredietregistratie, BKR). If a person has a bad debt 

record it will be registered with BKR. 

Once an account has been opened, notification will be given by post that the bankcard is available for 

collection. Proof of identity is required when collecting the card. The PIN (Personal Identification 

Number) number will be sent separately through the post 

Mobile banking 

Most Dutch banks now offer internet and mobile banking services. These include high-street banks 

such as ABN-AMRO, ING Bank, and SNS as well as newer online banks. Online-only providers offering 

mobile banking in the Netherlands include: 

• bunq 
• N26 
• Revolut 

Customers can use them for things such as: 

• Making bill payments and paying for goods in shops. 
• Transferring money from one account to another or paying money to friends. 
• Monthly budgeting using online tools. 
• Contacting banking staff for advice or problem-solving via social media accounts. 
• Accessing money from mobile accounts across the globe. 
• Having round-the-clock 24/7 access to account services. 

 
For a full list of (online banks), click here. 
 

Lost/Stolen Cards 

• To block an ING account 
Tel: 058 212 6000 

• To block a card from any bank account other than an ING account 
Tel: 0800 0313 

 

 

 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/finance/retirement/the-dutch-pension-system-106854/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/finance/banking/banking-in-the-netherlands-102753/
https://bunq.endtrk.com/G5M2WR/225JFQ/
https://n26-eu.c2nwa3.net/c/2014359/670551/10375
https://www.expatica.com/nl/directory/finance/mobile-online-banks/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/directory/finance/banks/
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Useful Dutch banking terms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUPERMARKETS & FOOD DELIVERY 

 
Supermarkets  

For a relatively small country, the Netherlands has plenty of supermarket chains to choose from. You’ll 

likely find you have one or two to choose from in your neighbourhood. Some of the main chains you’ll 

find in Dutch neighbourhoods include: 

• Albert Heijn: The premium retailer is the largest Dutch chain with almost 1,000 stores and a 

product range focusing on quality. Pick up an AH Bonus card for discounts. Larger, 

hypermarket-type stores – called AH XL – can be found in suburban areas. 

• Jumbo: Albert Heijn’s biggest competitor is slightly easier on the wallet. Generally found in 

more residential neighborhoods, Jumbo stores stock a decent selection of fresh and dried 

goods. 

• Plus: The third-largest supermarket chain in the Netherlands is a co-operative with over 200 

stores. Largely found in the south of the country, particularly South-Holland and North-

Brabant. 

• Coop: The aptly named Coop also started life as a cooperative. There are over 200 Coop stores 

in the Netherlands, mostly in residential neighborhoods. Hypermarket-style Supercoop stores 

are also available. 

• Dirk: Previously known as Dirk van den Broek, these well-stocked supermarkets rank among 

the cheapest Dutch supermarkets. Easy to spot, the storefronts are decorated with bright red 

‘Dirk’ flags. 

 

English Dutch 

Amount Bedrag 

Bank Bank 

Bank account Bankrekening 

Bank balance Banksaldo 

Bank code Bankcode/pincoe 

Bank charges Bank lasten/kosten 

Beneficiary Begunstigde 

Credit Bij (Bedrag bij)/krediet 

Current account Betaalrekening 

Debit Af (Bedrag af)/debet 

Direct debit Automatische overschrijving 

Exchange Bureaux Grenswisselkantoor (GWK) 

Interest rate Rentepercentage 

Payment code Betalingskenmark 

Savings account Spaarrekening 

Standing order Periodieke betaling 

Take out a mortgage Hypotheek 

Transactions Bij -en afschrjvingen 
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The main discount chains include: 

• Lidl: The German discount retailer is one of the biggest supermarket chains in the 

Netherlands. Most of their no-frills supermarkets also offer discounted non-food products 

and many also have in-store bakeries. 

• Aldi: Another German import, Aldi offers a range of basic food and household products. Like 

Lidl, Aldi stores are generally found in residential neighbourhoods. 

Some of the more high-profile specialty supermarkets include the following: 

• marqt: Amsterdam-based marqt is an expat favourite. Expect to pay a little more for their 

ethical product line, which includes a great selection of vegan options. Stores can also be 

found in Rotterdam, Haarlem, and Den Haag. 

• Ekoplaza: The largest chain of ethical supermarkets in the Netherlands, Ekoplaza boats an 

organic product line. There are over 70 locations nationwide, and the company is moving 

towards a plastic-free shopping experience. 

Supermarket opening times 

Generally speaking, Dutch supermarkets have fairly standardized hours. Most will open early in the 

morning (0700 or 0800) and close late in the evening (often at 2200). Outside of these hours, you may 

still be able to find essentials at your local convenience store as some are open twenty-four hours. 

Some supermarkets, particularly in more rural areas, may have different opening hours. This might 

include earlier closing times and different operating hours on Sundays. For more information, check 

the website listings of your local store. 

Grocery delivery services in the Netherlands 

There are a number of other delivery options in the Netherlands, including meal-kit providers. These 

companies deliver pre-prepared meal kits (maaltijdbox) to your front door, filled with seasonally fresh 

ingredients and recipes to create your own meals at home. Dutch meal-kit providers include: 

• Marley Spoon 

• HelloFresh 

• Albert Heijn Allerhande 

If you don’t fancy the sound of cooking, the Dutch have you covered. From cozy brown cafes and 

street eats to Michelin-starred restaurants, you’ll find eating options for all tastes throughout the 

country. If you’re staying in, why not get a takeout? Delivery platforms operating in the Netherlands 

include: 

• Deliveroo 

• Thuisbezorgd 

• Uber Eats 

These platforms will connect you with your favourite neighbourhood take aways and restaurants. 

Whether you’re feasting with the family or eating with friends, all you have to do is sit back and wait 

for your delivery to arrive. 
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USED SOURCES 
 

https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/housing/setting-up-home 

https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/money/banking 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/finance/banking/banking-in-the-netherlands-102753/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/household/netherlands-sim-cards-and-mobile-phones-

1026213/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/household/utilities-netherlands-100581/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/household/internet-in-the-netherlands-445246/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/directory/finance/banks/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/household/dutch-supermarkets-and-grocery-shopping-106435/ 

  

https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/housing/setting-up-home
https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/money/banking
https://www.expatica.com/nl/finance/banking/banking-in-the-netherlands-102753/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/household/netherlands-sim-cards-and-mobile-phones-1026213/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/household/netherlands-sim-cards-and-mobile-phones-1026213/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/household/utilities-netherlands-100581/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/household/internet-in-the-netherlands-445246/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/directory/finance/banks/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/household/dutch-supermarkets-and-grocery-shopping-106435/
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WASTE MANAGEMENT 

 
HOUSEHOLD WASTE: THE BASICS 
 

Waste Containers 

Outside of Amsterdam, most Dutch households are given between two and four separate waste 

containers. They are for: 

• Green waste 

• Paper waste 

• Plastics metal, and drink packaging (PMD) 

All remaining waste 

Dutch families separate their waste out into these bins themselves. It can take a bit of time to get used 

to this system! So, here are some tips to get you started: 

Separating your Waste 

• The containers are emptied on alternating weeks. So, when you first arrive in a new 

neighbourhood, try to take note of which container gets taken away when. Or, just ask your 

neighbours. If you place the wrong container on the curb-side, it will not be emptied 

• In some cities, a multi-purpose waste container will be provided. This is called a ‘duobak‘ 

• A duobak is a single container with two separate compartments inside it. It has a smaller 

section in the back, which is intended for ‘green’ waste. The larger compartment in the front 

is for all other waste 

• If you believe that there are an insufficient number of containers in your area, or that they are 

not up to scratch for any reason, you can contact the city council. They can provide you with 

additional containers and make repairs 

• Bare in mind that requesting more containers will mean that you will have to pay an additional 

yearly contribution 

• Make sure you do not leave your containers on the street at the end of the day! You could be 

fined for not returning them to your property 

But what do you put in each bin exactly? And what if your municipality has an unusual recycling 

system? We will take you through all the different types of waste, and how to recycle them, below. 

GREEN WASTE 
 

In the Netherlands, your green waste should be disposed of in a ‘groenbak’ container. Here is what 

does, and does not, constitute ‘green waste’: 
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Not for the Groenbak For the Groenbak 

Cat litter. This should be put in the grey 
container 

Vegetables and fruits 

Baby diapers. This should be put in the grey 
container 

Leftover cooked food 

Milk packages Nutshells and eggshells 

Plastic bags Tea bags and coffee filters 

Large pieces of wood and thick tree branches Small garden trimmings and grass 

The ashes from your fireplace Flowers and houseplants 

Sand  

Dog and cat hair  

The contents of your vacuum cleaner  

 

GLASS 
 

There are excellent glass recycling facilities in the Netherlands. However, you may well be able to 

return your bottles to the shop for a partial refund, rather than disposing of them. You can get a 

refund on the following types of bottle: 

• Glass soft drink bottles 

• Large acrylic plastic bottles. These are called ‘euroflessen’ in Dutch 

• Some small glass bottles or jars 

Reimbursed for your Bottles 

The system works as follows: 

• If you buy a glass item from a shop, with the word ‘statiegeld‘ on it, a small deposit for the 

glass will be included in the price. ‘Statiegeld‘ means ‘deposit’, in English 

• The deposit amount will be listed on the product’s label 

• There are special bottle stations for these glass items in most supermarkets 

• When you have consumed the contents of the glass item, and washed it, bring it back to the 

store when you next shop there 

• Place your bottles into the bottle return station  

• A ‘bonnetje’, or ‘paper receipt’ will be dispensed from the bottle return machine, when you 

have finished 

• Show this receipt to the check-out staff when you go to pay for your groceries, and get your 

deposit returned 

Recycling Glass in NL 

If you have glass waste items that did not come with a deposit, you can easily recycle them instead: 

• Your glass should be dropped into one of the special glass containers 

• A glass container is called a ‘glasbak’ in Dutch 

• These are usually placed at convenient locations throughout a town. You might find one, for 

example, in the supermarket parking area 

• You can usually spot a glasbak from its label. It shows a hand, holding a bottle 

• Glass containers, or ‘glasbakken’, are often yellow 

• Some containers have different sections for white, green and brown glass 
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• If this is an option in your city, the glass container will have three compartments, labelled: 

bont (white), groen (green), and bruin (brown) 

PAPER 
 

Most paper in the Netherlands is recycled too. It is very simple to recycle your paper! All you have to 

do is put it into the right container: 

• The paper recycling container is often placed near the glass container 

• The paper container is usually blue in color 

• Paper recycling containers are called ‘papierbakken‘, in Dutch 

Into the Paper Container 

You can put the following items in the paper container: 

• Old newspapers 

• Magazines 

• Mail 

• Envelopes 

• Paper packaging 

• Paper wrappers 

• Don’t forget to remove any plastic from these items first. Remember those envelope 

windows! 

BATTERIES 
 
Do not throw your old batteries in with your other waste! This is how you can dispose of them 
safely: 

• Most supermarkets, and some stores and schools, have special containers for collecting old 

batteries 

• Often, these are located by the bottle recycling station at the grocery store, or at the 

checkout counter in the store 

• The container is called a: ‘batterijenbak‘ 

• It is usually colored red or blue 

• If you cannot find a battery container, ask the staff in the supermarket where your nearest 

collection point is. Or, you could inquire at the city council 

• Batteries can also be handed in with your other ‘chemical waste’.  This is discussed in the 

paragraph below 

CHEMICAL WASTE 
 
What is chemical waste? It refers to items, such as: 

• Paint and painting materials 

• Toners and Printer cartridges 

• Batteries 

• Oil and Turpentine 

• Nail polish 

• Caustic cleaning agents 

https://www.xpat.nl/expat-netherlands/living-in-holland/the-media/
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How are these substances disposed of? 

• Many cities have a special car that comes by every three months to collect chemical waste 

• It is called a ‘chemokar’ 

• The waste calendar, which is described below, will list the dates that the chemokar will visit 
your area 

• If you do not have a calendar, you can check the dates at the city council 

• Alternatively, you can dispose of your chemical waste at the waste separation and recycling 
station. There will be one available in nearly every city and town in the Netherlands 
 

CLOTHING 
 

If you clear out your closet, you are bound to find a few things in decent condition, that you are just 

never going to wear again. There’s no need to throw away that old denim jacket: 

• Some cities and towns have a large container for clothes and shoes 

• It will usually have been organized by a local, charitable organization 

• Often, you will find it located close to a shopping area 

LARGE WASTE 
 
Large waste, or ‘grof vuil‘ in Dutch, refers to objects like pieces of furniture and large items of 
household debris. Of course, if your large waste is in useable condition, and you are able to transport 
it, taking it to a charity or second-hand shop is a great way of recycling it. If this is not possible, 
however, you can dispose of it like so: 

• Large waste can be collected by special appointment, through the city’s waste collection 

department 

• The waste will be collected free of charge. However, it must comply with certain regulations 

• The service will only be free if the item is under a certain size and weight 

• Wooden parts must also be gathered together, and tied with rope 

• If you have some large waste that does not meet the city regulations, it is best to bring it to the 

municipal waste separation and recycling station. This is called the ‘afvalscheidingsstation’, in 

Dutch  

USED SOURCES 

 

https://www.xpat.nl/expat-netherlands/living-in-holland/recycling-and-waste-management/ 

  

https://www.xpat.nl/expat-netherlands/living-in-holland/recycling-and-waste-management/
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DRIVING IN THE NETHERLANDS 
 

DRIVING LICENSE 
 

Driving licenses as a non-resident  

When moving to the Netherlands, there is no requirement for expats from EU or EFTA countries to 

exchange their driver’s license (rijbewijs). Current laws permit EU citizens to drive using their existing 

licenses. 

EU licenses issued since January 2013 are valid from 15 years from their issue date; those issued before 

then are only valid for 10 years. Expats from Liechtenstein, Norway, and Iceland can also drive in the 

Netherlands using their current license for up to 10 years or when your license expires (whichever 

comes first). 

Although EU nationals may not have a Dutch driver’s license, local laws still apply. This includes license 

expiry dates, necessary medical tests, points, fines, and penalties. 

Driving licenses as a resident 

Drivers from some countries must exchange their licenses for a Dutch one when taking up residency 

in the Netherlands. 

Any exchanges should occur within six months of the start of the residency, and also carry a translation 

of your license – either an international driving license or an International Driving Permit (IDP).  

More information can be found at www.rijbewijs.nl. 

 

How to exchange a foreign license 

To exchange a license, go to the local city hall (stadhuis) for proof of your residency (uittreksel 

bevolkingsregister). You must pay for this, but it serves as a proof of identity and address. 

Once you apply for a license exchange, your local council forwards your application to the RDW for 

processing. The RDW doesn’t accept applications directly. 

To apply for a license, you need: 

• your original, valid foreign driver’s license 

• a certificate of medical fitness 

• a recent passport photograph 

Getting a Dutch driving license 

Those who cannot exchange their licence for a Dutch one or have never held a licence before will have 
to take a Dutch driving test. In order to take the test and get a driving licence the applicant must be 
resident in the Netherlands and foreigners must have a valid resident permit. The CBR is responsible 
for driving tests and has test centres throughout the Netherlands. The driving test is made up of both 
theory and road test. 

  

https://rijbewijs.nl/topmenu/information-in-english/
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• The theory examination  

Only people 16 years and older may take the drivers theory test. The test date can be reserved 

by the driving school or online. It is possible to take the driving theory exam in English. This 

can be done by logging in with a DigiD (personalised electronic identifier) and booking an exam 

date (€25 booking fee) via the CBR website. Ironically, the booking page is only available in 

Dutch. 

The following documents will be needed: 

o A completed and signed theory card (buy these cards from a driving school or at the 

reception desk of one of the CBR theory test centres) 

o Proof of residence - an extract (not a photocopy and no more than six months old) 

from the driver's personal entry in the municipal register of their place of residence 

o Valid identification (ID card, passport) 

o A recent passport-sized photograph 

A theory certificate (theoriecertificaat) is issued immediately after the test has been passed. 

• The practical examination 

Only people with the appropriate age for the licence class and a theory certificate may take the 

driving test. Reservation will be made by the driving school at one of the 50 centres in the 

Netherlands. 

Documents required for the test reservation are: 

o Eigen verklaring (health form signed by a doctor, available from a driving school 

or Gemeente) 

o Application form (aanvraagkaart voor het praktijkexamen) 

o Test preparation is managed by a driving school. An optional interim 

test (tussentijdse toets) may be taken. Statistics have shown this to improve the 

likelihood of passing the exam. 

Documents required at the exam centre on the day of the exam are: 

o Reservation notice (oproepkaart) 

o Valid theory certificate (theoriecertificaat) 

o ID or passport 

o Interim test results (if applicable) 

The tests last 55 minutes with a portion of the time devoted to introductory explanations and 
a sum-up. Many examiners allow the instructor to accompany the learner on the test 
(although they are not obliged to). If a translator (or the instructor) is needed for language 
reasons, arrangements must be made in advance. 

The test begins with a vision test in the parking area (reading plates of parked cars). During 
the driving test the examiner checks technical ability. Results are issued immediately after the 
test. 

The exam tests driving competence as well as mental and physical fitness. If a learner fails the 
practical test, the examiner explains the cause and driving lessons should be resumed. 
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A successful applicant is given: 

• Verklaring van rijvaardigheid (certificate of competence) valid six months 
• Verklaring van geschiktheid (certificate of fitness) valid one year 

The Verklaring van rijvaardigheid is immediately entered into the CBR database. This informs the 
local Gemeente which is responsible for issuing the credit card-style driver's licence. 

Go to the Gemeente taking your ID or Passport and a fee. All new drivers are classed as "beginner 
drivers" (beginnende bestuurders) for five years. Stricter rules (concerning speed and alcohol) and 
different penalties apply. 

 

REGISTERING AND OWNING A CAR 
 

All cars in the Netherlands must be registered with the Department of Road Transport 

(RDW) (Rijksdienst voor het Wegverkeer). So if you bring your vehicle from abroad, it must first be 

reviewed at an RDW inspection station. As part of this process, you’ll get Dutch registration plates, 

registration documents and pay motor tax. 

To register ownership of a Dutch-registered car, you can go to any post office or RDW–TV 

(Tenaamstellen Voertuigen) certified company with identification documents and a certificate of 

ownership, vehicle registration documents, statutory liability insurance (WA) and a safety certificate 

(APK). 

For second-hand vehicles, you’ll need a transfer certificate (overschrijvingsbewijs). When you buy the 

car, the seller should have ensured their previous ownership certificate has been officially invalidated. 

When registering your car, you will receive a bill for road tax (motorrijtuigenbelasting) from the tax 

office. 

The vehicle’s registration card (kentekencard, or bewijs) and the certificate of ownership 

(tenaamstellingsbewijs) must be in the car at all times when on the road. The APK test (at an RDW-

approved garage) measures the road-worthiness of your vehicle. 

As a Dutch resident, you may not drive in a vehicle with foreign registration plates. This is evasion of 

the import duty on the vehicle and road tax, and risk heavy fines. 

CAR INSURANCE 
 
It is obligatory for all cars in the Netherlands to have at least third party liability auto insurance 
(wettelijke aansprakelijkheid, usually shortened to WA). Other motor insurance: fire, theft, vandalism 
is optional. 

Insurance companies follow a system of no claims bonus, which means that those with fewer claims 
pay less than those who have made more claims. Foreign cars may be insured with Dutch 
insurers/banks if they are registered or in the process of being registered in the Netherlands. 

In the event of an accident each person involved must fill in a claim report and send it to their 
respective insurance company. The form available is the same for each insurance company and it is 
advised to keep a form in the vehicle at all times. The insurance documents must be carried in the car. 
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Drivers are free to choose their own insurer. Car insurance companies in the Netherlands include: 

• Centraal Beheer 

• FBTO 

• Reaal 

• ABN-AMRO 

• Ditzo 

The comparison site Independer is widely used to shop for car insurance policies (in Dutch) 

 

Insuring a Vehicle 

In the Netherlands, the weight of a car will be taken into account when the premium is calculated. 
Discounts for "no claims" apply, although proof of this will be required in the form of a previous 
insurance document. Unlike in some other EU states, a person must be a resident of the Netherlands 
to purchase auto insurance. 

Drivers are free to choose their own insurer. 

In the Netherlands it is mandatory to insure vehicles at least for third party liability. The owner of the 
car insures the vehicle and is held responsible, irrespective of the driver. There are three options for 
insuring a vehicle in the Netherlands. 

1. Third party/liability (Wettelijke Aansprakelijkheidsverzekering/WA): obligatory insurance 
covering damage to third parties. 

2. Restricted comprehensive cover (WA + mini casco): covers damages such as fire, explosions, 
lightning, theft, storm and broken windscreens. 

3. Comprehensive cover (Casco/Volledig casco): contains restricted comprehensive cover and 
claims on damage by collision and damage caused by violence. 

Needed by insurer 

• The car's licence plate number 

• A registered address 

• Bank details for direct debit 

• Any relevant customs paperwork, should the car come from outside the EU 

What the insurer should provide 

• Policy 

• European accident statement form 

• Green card 

 

 

  

http://www.independer.nl/autoverzekering/intro.aspx
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VEHICLE ROADWORTHINESS TEST 
 

The Dutch vehicle roadworthiness test is a Periodic Technical Inspection or General Regular Safety 

Inspection (Algemene Periodieke Keuring or APK). The purpose of the test is to ensure that the vehicle is 

not a hazard on the road. 

The APK test is compulsory and may only be conducted by garages which have been authorised by the State 

Department for Road Traffic (RijeksDienst voor het Wegverkeer or RDW). There are about 9,000 APK-

licensed garages approved by the RDW in the Netherlands, and they can be recognised by a sign ("RDW 

approved") placed outside. 

Taking the APK Test 

The first passenger car APK test needs to be done four years after its registration, after which it must 

be renewed after two years and then annually.  

The APK test checks various points of safety and reliability of the vehicle, in accordance with the European 

Directive 96/96/EC, such as: 

• Braking systems 

• Steering and steering wheel 

• Visibility of the vehicle 

• Lamps/lights 

• Reflectors and electrical equipment 

• Tyres 

• Axles 

• Wheels and suspension 

• Chassis and chassis attachments 

• Equipment (safety belts, speed limitation devices) 

Passing or failing the test 

Once the car has passed the test, the owner gets a document stating that it conforms with the requirements 
and giving the date for the next test. 

If the car fails the test, the owner must carry out the necessary repairs and take it back to the garage for 
re-testing. If the owner thinks that the vehicle has been incorrectly approved or rejected, they may appeal 
to the RDW against the inspector's decision. The RDW will carry out an inquiry. This complaints procedure 
is also valid if the vehicle has been subject to - and failed - a random inspection by the RDW. 
 

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE 

You’ll also need roadside assistance, also known as breakdown cover. Some car insurance companies offer 
roadside assistance alongside their other insurance products. However, should you wish to take out your 
own roadside cover, the biggest breakdown coverage providers include: 

• ANWB 
• Route Mobiel 

Costs will largely depend on the level of coverage you choose and any additional extras you’d like, such as 
international cover should you drive abroad. Typically speaking, premiums cover the costs of emergency 
repairs, replacement vehicles, and repatriation, if required. 

http://www.rdw.nl/
http://www.rdw.nl/
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=8578&awinaffid=666995&clickref=&ued=
https://www.routemobiel.nl/
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ROAD RULES 
 

In the Netherlands, you drive on the right – as is the case in much of continential Europe. Before 

driving in the Netherlands, there are a few things you should know: 

• You should use dipped headlights after dark and in misty conditions. 

• Bicycles and mopeds have priority over cars, so be extra careful around cycle lanes. 

• Pay attention to signs when approaching roundabouts as it isn’t always consistent who has 

right of way. 

• In built-up areas you can only use your horn in dangerous situations, so flash your lights 

instead if necessary. 

• Speed cameras and traps are widely used in the Netherlands, and maximum speeds vary on 

some motorways, so be vigilant. Police use unmarked cars and you could face on the spot 

fines. 

• Children under 1.35m in height must wear a child seat and be placed in the rear of the car. 

• Everyone in the car must wear a seatbelt. 

• Motorcyclists must always wear crash helmets. 

 

SPEED LIMITS 
 

Speed limits are implemented rigorously and radar traps are frequent. Driving over the speed limit 
and other law infringements are severely punished (fines, licence withheld, vehicle seized). Speed 
cameras, speed traps and unmarked vehicles are used by the traffic police. 

Speed limits for motor vehicles are as follows unless otherwise marked by signs: 

• Autosnelweg (motorway/expressway/freeway): 130 Km/h dropping to 120, 110, or 100 Km/h 
(where marked) 

• Autoweg (main, national roads): 100 Km/h 
• Built-up areas: 50 Km/h 
• Housing estates/suburbs: 30 Km/h 
• All other roads: 80 km/h, dropping to 70 or 60 Km/h where marked 

Note that speed limits are reduced for passenger cars and vans with trailers attached, and for camper 
vans and trucks. 

PARKING  
 

In the Netherlands, you’re not allowed to park: 

• On broken yellow lines 

• Within 5 metres of intersections 

• Anywhere where you obscure road signs or exits/entrances 

• Outside of built up areas 

• Waiting is also prohibited on yellow lines, level crossings and within 12 metres of a bus stop. 
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On roads signposted ‘no parking’, you should see a rectangular sign indicated the times when parking 

is restricted. If you need a permit to park, a ‘parkeerschijf’ sign should indicate this. 

If there’s a parking meter, you’ll usually be able to pay to park for up to 2-3 hours. Charges vary from 

area to area, and in some you’ll have to get a pass from a local store. There are various ways to pay 

for parking in the Netherlands: by cash, chip or via your mobile phone.  

 

USED SOURCES 
 

https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/transport/driving 

https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/transport/driving-licences 

https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/transport/vehicle-ownership 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/transportation/driving-and-parking-rules-in-the-netherlands-

100583/ 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/transportation/dutch-driving-license-107660/ 

 

  

https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/transport/driving
https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/transport/driving-licences
https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/transport/vehicle-ownership
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/transportation/driving-and-parking-rules-in-the-netherlands-100583/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/transportation/driving-and-parking-rules-in-the-netherlands-100583/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/transportation/dutch-driving-license-107660/
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CYCLING IN THE NETHERLANDS 
 

One of the best ways to appreciate the Netherlands is to take a bicycle ride through its beautiful 

landscapes. The famously flat country boasts 20,000km of fietspaden (bicycle paths) making cycling 

an extraordinarily pleasant activity, and one not exclusively for the very fit or sporty; although you will 

have to put up with a spot of rain every now and then. 

The Netherlands has more bikes than the country’s 16-plus million citizens. In fact, many people have 

at least two bikes, one (in not-so-excellent condition) for everyday use and the other for excursions. 

You don’t have to be here long before realizing that bikes rule; children learn to ride before they walk. 

Exploring by bike is extra special, particularly because it’s your peddling that got you there. But you 

will also notice things about a place and the people that you wouldn’t in a car. Locals are often nicer 

to cyclists because they appreciate the effort made to visit. 

Cyclists' rights & duties 

• Always use the bicycle lanes. 
• Follow the same rules as motor vehicle drivers and adhere to traffic lights and signs. 
• Signal by putting out your arm when you change direction. 
• Always give right of way to buses, trams and taxis. 
• Accidents are quite rare; most drivers are cyclists too. 
• You are obliged to use safety helmets and wear special cycling outfits only in organised racing 

competitions. 
• Towing a trailer is permitted. 

Bicycle insurance 

Bicycle theft is a big problem in the Netherlands so be prepared! Some insurances 

• Univé 
• HEMA 
• Allianz Global Assistance 

Bicycle transportation & storage 

• Bicycles can be transferred by plane as checked luggage (20 kilos allowance). 
• Bikes are not allowed on buses and trams. 
• If you want to take your bicycle on the train, you need to buy a special ticket before boarding.  
• There are designated places for bicycles; usually at the end of the train. 
• It is not possible to transport bicycles on the train during rush hours (before 9am and between 

4.30pm - 6pm). This does not apply to weekends (Saturday and Sunday) and the summer 
period (July and August). 

• You do not need an extra train ticket if your bicycle is packed or folded. 
• You can find bike stands to park your bicycle all over the country. 
• Most (indoor) bicycle parking lots can hold thousands of bicycles. 

 

 

http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/transportation/taxi-netherlands
http://www.awin1.com/awclick.php?gid=316655&mid=8519&awinaffid=376101&linkid=1015649&clickref=IamExpat.nl
http://www.awin1.com/awclick.php?gid=320172&mid=8413&awinaffid=376101&linkid=2022693&clickref=IamExpat.nl
http://ds1.nl/c/?wi=259082&si=1233&li=1451307&ws=IamExpat.nl
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Bicycle Rental 

Bicycles are available for rent in practically every city, town and village in Holland at bike dealers, repair 

shops and rental agencies. In most cities including The Hague, Maastricht and Delft, cycle hire is available 

at the train station. 

Prices vary according to location and quality of the bicycle, as well as the demand for rentals at any 

particular time of the year. An average fee is €10 per bike per day. Helmets are rarely offered as part of the 

rental although children's seats are likely to be available at an extra cost. Many companies specialise in the 

rental and repair of bicycles. 

There are nearly 2,000 "white bikes" available free of charge in Holland's largest national park, Stichting 

Het. They can be collected at a collection point (any of the three entrances to the park, plus the visitor's 

centre and the Museonder Museum); bikes are not locked and anyone can use them. When finished, return 

the bike to one of these locations. 

Notes on cycling in the Netherlands 

• You are expected to keep your bicycle in good condition. However, a fancy bicycle will 
definitely increase the possibility of theft. 

• Do not cycle in busy areas such as stations or squares. 
• Watch out for tram rails, don't let your wheels get caught! 
• If your bicycle gets stolen, the police will probably do nothing about it. Around 5 percent of all 

bicycles in the Netherlands are reported stolen every year! 
• Petty crime in the Netherlands is based on bike theft. Ride it or lock it! 
• Use both an ordinary and a u-shaped lock (slot, a factory-installed lock that passes through 

the rear spokes). 
• Always attach your bike to something immovable and solid such as a tree, fence or pole. 
• If possible lock your bike in a bike stand or at a bicycle parking lot. 
• Placing lights (both headlight and tail-light) on your bicycle is always a wise move. They are 

cheap, you will not have to worry about police tickets, and you lower the possibility of a car 
accident during the night. 

• Multiple riders on one bike is not an unusual phenomenon. 

USED SOURCES 
 

https://www.iamexpat.nl/lifestyle/cycling-netherlands 

https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/lifestyle/sports-leisure/bikes-cycling 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/transportation/cycling-in-the-netherlands-100808/ 

  

http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/emergency-number/dutch-police
https://www.iamexpat.nl/lifestyle/cycling-netherlands
https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/lifestyle/sports-leisure/bikes-cycling
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/transportation/cycling-in-the-netherlands-100808/
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TRANSPORTATION IN THE NETHERLANDS 
 

INTRODUCTION TO THE OV-CHIPKAART 
 

The first thing you need to know about when it comes to taking public transport in the Netherlands is 

the OV-chipkaart. The OV-chipkaart (OV stands for openbaar vervoer, or public transport) is the Dutch 

smart-card payment system that operates across the country for all public transport options. There 

are two types of OV-chipkaart: anonymous and personal.  

• Anonymous cards can be bought and topped-up from machines and ticket offices at train and 

metro stations.  

• Personal cards need to be bought online, and you will need to provide a photo for the card. 

These cards can be topped-up online or at a ticket machine. Alternatively, you can sign-up for 

automatic top-ups when your balance falls below a certain amount. 

Journey costs are determined by the distance of your journey. When you check-in, a “boarding fare” 
is debited from your card. This fare varies depending on the mode of transport. When you check-out 
at your destination, you will then be refunded this boarding fare, minus the charge for the kilometers 
you’ve traveled. If you fail to check-out, you will have to pay the whole boarding fare, which could be 
up to €20.  

For more information, visit the OV-chipkaart website. 

TAKING A BUS  
 

As in many other countries, the bus is the most common form of public transport in the Netherlands. 

Whether you’re living in a rural area away from the rail network or traveling around towns or cities, 

it’s likely that a bus will be your best bet. But that’s not a problem, because Dutch bus services are 

generally pretty efficient. 

The operators of Dutch bus networks vary across the country, but you’ll be able to use your OV-

chipkaart on all of them. Some buses run on more local routes, often stopping both in and outside 

urban areas. However, recent years have seen more direct intercity bus lines set up that connect 

popular areas. Many commuters use these and often find them quicker and more convenient than the 

train. 

Getting on the bus? Read these tips beforehand: 

• Always remember to check-out when leaving the bus to avoid any unexpected charges on 

your payment card. 

• An increasing number of buses across the country have free Wi-Fi onboard, allowing you to 

catch up with any life admin on the go. 

• Don’t miss the last bus home! Check timetables ahead of time as some buses, particularly 

outside urban areas, often stop running in the early evening. However, depending on where 

you heading, you may be able to jump on a night bus. Cities like Amsterdam and Rotterdam 

have night bus networks to help you get home. That said, the routes will be different from the 

daytime services, so check ahead and don’t get caught out. 

https://www.ov-chipkaart.nl/home-1.htm#/
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COACH TRAVEL 
 

The Netherlands is a relatively compact country, so you might not think of hopping on a coach when 

considering moving between its major towns and cities. However, coach travel can be a convenient – 

and cheaper – alternative to taking the train or hiring a car. Companies like Flixbus offer competitive 

rates and cover the country’s largest towns and cities. 

International coach travel is also an option in the Netherlands if you’re thinking about traveling across 

the border. International operators like Megabus and National Express offer services to the UK, 

while Eurolines connects major Dutch cities to destinations across Europe, from Lisbon in the west to 

Bucharest in the east. 

Check out these tips before traveling by coach: 

• Coach stations and stops aren’t always in the most obvious places and are often located on 

the edges of cities and towns. Check locations ahead of time to avoid disappointment. 

• On longer journeys, coaches will take comfort breaks at rest stops along the way, where you’ll 

be able to buy refreshments and use the restrooms. 

• If you’re traveling internationally, make sure you take your passport if you need one. 

 

TRAVELING BY METRO 
 

Sometimes life on the surface can get too much and you need to head underground. Thankfully, the 

Netherlands has you covered with not one, but two (partially underground) metro systems operating 

in the country. The most expansive Dutch metro system can be found in Rotterdam/The Hague, 

serving 70 stations over five lines. Amsterdam’s network is smaller, with 39 stations across five lines. 

Read these tips before heading underground: 

• You can use your OV-chipkaart on the Dutch metro systems, with machines at stations where 

you can top-up and load products. 

• Switching between metro and train? Then you’ll need to check-out and check-in again if you 

don’t want to overpay for your journey. 

• The Dutch are great at combining different types of transport, so you’ll find plenty of bike 

parking at your local metro station. 

 

TRAIN TRAVEL 
 

When it comes to traveling long distances in the Netherlands, the train is by far the most popular form 

of transport for the locals. This is largely due to the quality of the local network, which is one of the 

busiest in the world. Most of the country is within easy access from the rail network, although 

connections are generally more limited in the north of the country. 

Dutch trains are operated by NS (Nederlandse Spoorwegen). There are two types of NS train to look 

out for, the Sprinter or the local train and the Intercity. Rather confusingly, the Sprinter is the slower 

of the two, stopping at all local stations. Intercity services, on the other hand, only stop at major 

stations, ensuring a quicker and more comfortable journey. 
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Top train travel tips: 

• Check which type of train (Sprinter or Intercity) you’re traveling on, as it could have a big 

impact on your journey time. 

• You’ll need at least €20 credit on your card before traveling on any NS train service. Don’t 

forget to check out! Failing to do so could see you get charged the full €20 boarding fare. 

• Most trains have toilets on-board, although some older Sprinter trains don’t, so you may 

want to use the toilets at your departure station. 

• Night trains are available along certain routes. These run every night within the Randstad, 

and on weekends outside this area. 

For more information, check out the NS Night Train web page. 

 

TRAVELING BY TRAM 

If you want to take in the beautiful Dutch streets while not actually walking or cycling, there are few 
things better than taking the tram. The four largest cities in the Netherlands each have their own tram 
system: Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, and Utrecht. Of these, Amsterdam has the most 
extensive network, with 500 tram stops along 15 lines. 

When it comes to public transport in the Netherlands, trams are generally the quickest way to move 
through crowded city centers. However, they also double up as excellent ways to see the city. In fact, 
National Geographic hailed Amsterdam’s tram 2 as one of the world’s best tram routes. Starting at 
Centraal Station, it showcases some of the city’s best attractions, including the Royal Palace and 
Rijksmuseum. 

Read the  top tips for tram travel: 

• You’ll be able to use your OV-chipkaart across the country, but don’t forget to check-in and 
check-out to avoid any hefty ticketing fees. 

• Generally speaking, you’ll be able to buy a ticket on-board from the conductor. Their desk is 
around halfway down the tram and most conductors can speak English. 

• Trams won’t necessarily stop where you need to get off, so make sure you push the stop 
button to avoid having to loop back on yourself. 

• When alighting the tram, be careful of your surroundings. Many tram routes are in busy areas 
and the next tram may only be a few seconds behind, so keep your wits about you. 
 

FERRIES IN THE NETHERLANDS 
 

Ferries might not be your first port of call when you think about public transport, but in the 

Netherlands, your nearest one might be your best option. In Amsterdam, free ferries transport cyclists 

and pedestrians across the IJ. Services run all night and offer an unmistakably Amsterdam experience 

should you be looking for one. 

However, these aren’t the only ferries in the Netherlands. Along some rivers, you’ll find pedestrian 

and cycle ferries making the crossing. Some are manned, while others you have to operate yourself. 

There are also ferries connecting the mainland to the northern islands, such as Texel. Check ahead to 

avoid disappointment, particularly if planning a cycling trip as you may need to detour over the nearest 

bridge if the ferry isn’t running. 

https://www.ns.nl/en/travel-information/special-routes/night-trains.html
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/top-10/trolley-rides/
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TAKING A DUTCH TAXI 
 

With all these transportation options – as well as walking and cycling – you might not consider taking 

a cab. But for many situations, taxis can be the most convenient form of transit. Luckily, it’s fairly easy 

to catch a taxi in the Netherlands, as most towns and cities have taxi ranks near prominent attractions, 

stations, and ports. 

Taxis in the Netherlands are metered and, generally speaking, charge similar rates. Alternatively, you 

can negotiate a fixed-fare with your driver before you start your journey. Shared taxis are available in 

many Dutch towns, although you won’t find them in the larger cities. It’s also worth noting that Uber 

only operates in the largest Dutch cities. 

Top tips for taxi travel in the Netherlands: 

• The price on the meter when you enter the taxi is the minimum fare, so don’t worry if you see 

a charge before you even start your journey. 

• You’ll find taxis at Dutch airports and almost all stations, so you should have options when 

you arrive at your destination. 

• You can find cheaper taxi fares on taxi platforms like Sneleentaxi, which connect passengers 

with taxi drivers across the Netherlands. 

DUTCH AIRPORTS 

You’ll probably be departing from one of the Netherlands’ five airports. These can be found in 
Maastricht, Rotterdam, Groningen, and Eindhoven. However, the largest Dutch airport by far is 
Amsterdam Schiphol. One of Europe’s busiest airports, Schiphol is a short train ride from central 
Amsterdam and has flights around the world. 

Due to Schiphol’s proximity to Amsterdam, accessing the airport is easy and can be done via train or 
bus. Schiphol is well-connected to other parts of the Netherlands, meaning that many locals will fly 
into Schiphol and take a train for their onward journey home.  

Top tips for traveling through Dutch airports: 

 

• Arriving at the airport by train? In all the excitement, don’t forget to check-out with your OV-
chipkaart to avoid a heavy ticket charge. 

• Although Schiphol is well-served by public transport links, you never know what could happen 
so leave yourself plenty of time to get to the departure gate on time. 

 

USED SOURCES 
 

https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/transportation/guide-to-public-transport-in-the-netherlands-

100594/ 

https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/transport/public-transport/train-services 

  

https://sneleentaxi.nl/?referralToken=RwoKa4qIxymH3ie
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/transportation/guide-to-public-transport-in-the-netherlands-100594/
https://www.expatica.com/nl/living/transportation/guide-to-public-transport-in-the-netherlands-100594/
https://www.angloinfo.com/how-to/netherlands/transport/public-transport/train-services
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SIGHTS, ATTRACTIONS AND TYPICAL FOOD IN THE 

NETHERLANDS 
 

SIGHTS AND ATTRACTIONS 

 
Jordaan and Amsterdam's Canals 

Canals are as important a part of Amsterdam's cityscape as they 

are to the city of Venice, and some of the most enduring 

memories for any visitor are the time spent exploring the city's 

wonderful waterways. While many of Amsterdam's best tourist 

attractions can easily be accessed by boat tour or water taxi - 

including most of the major museums and art galleries - nothing 

beats strolling along the smaller, quieter streets that line the 

waterways. 

Particularly charming is the Jordaan, a neighborhood built in the early 1600s to house workers and 

immigrants drawn here for the city's religious tolerance. Along with its small canal-side houses, look 

for the neighborhood's many "hofjes," the quaint inner courtyards hidden behind the buildings. 

Keukenhof 

Think of the Netherlands, and you'll inevitably think of tulips, the 

country's most popular flower. And one of the most beautiful 

places to visit in the Netherlands showcases these and other 

spring bulbs in spectacular abundance. 

Keukenhof, otherwise known as the "Garden of Europe," is 

located on the outskirts of the town of Lisse in what's widely 

considered the "bulb belt" of the Netherlands. The largest public 

garden in the world, encompassing more than 70 acres of what was once the former kitchen (or 

"keuken") garden of a large country estate, Keukenhof displays more than 700 varieties of tulips, 

which are at their height in April and May. 

Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam 

The spectacular Rijksmuseum - aka the National Museum - in 

Amsterdam's Museumplein (Museum Square) has been 

collecting rare art and antiquities since 1809. Not surprisingly, its 

extensive collection today amounts to nearly seven million 

works of art, including 5,000 paintings in more than 250 rooms, 

as well as a vast library with some 35,000 books. 

Apart from its unique collection of old masters, this spectacular 

museum offers an exhaustive account of the development of art and culture in the Netherlands and 

is especially rich in traditional Dutch handicrafts, medieval sculpture, and modern art. Be prepared to 

spend the best part of a day - or longer - exploring this museum's endless treasures. 
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Anne Frank House, Amsterdam 

The Anne Frank House is a must-see when in Amsterdam. 

On Prinsengracht, in the home where Anne's family hid for much 

of WWII (they were Jewish refugees from Frankfurt), is where this 

remarkable girl wrote her famous diary. Although she died just two 

months before the war ended, her legacy lives on through her 

words, which have since been translated into 51 languages. 

 
Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam 

As befits one of the world's greatest artists, the spectacular Van 

Gogh Museum in Amsterdam is ranked an impressive #2 in a 

leading list of the top art museums globally, attracting almost 1.5 

million visitors each year. 

Home to the world's largest collection of Van Gogh paintings - 
many donated by the artist's family - this impressive gallery and 

museum was specially built to showcase the more than 200 paintings, 500 drawings, and 700 letters 
in its vast collection. 

The Windmills of Kinderdijk 

On the River Noord between Rotterdam and Dordrecht is the 

famous village of Kinderdijk ("Children's Dike"), which takes its 

name from an incident during the St. Elizabeth's Day flood of 1421 

after a child's cradle had been stranded on the dike. 

The big draw these days are the fantastically preserved 18th-

century windmills. Now UNESCO World Heritage Sites, the 19 

Kinderdijk windmills, built between 1722 and 1761, are the largest 

surviving concentration of windmills in the Netherlands. Originally used to drain the fenlands, these 

majestic buildings with their impressive 92-foot sails are open to the public from April to October, 

including special Mill Days when the sails are set in motion. 

Historic Valkenburg 

For those looking for a little ancient history, the Netherlands is 

not without its own medieval (and earlier) attractions. Romantic 

little Valkenburg, in the picturesque Geul Valley, boasts the 

country's only hilltop castle. Long a popular holiday resort, the 

town's other big draws are its many caves and the spa facilities 

at Thermae 2000, one of the largest such establishments in the 

Netherlands. In addition to the ruins of the 12th-century castle on 

Dwingelrots (Castle Rock), there's also the interesting 14th-

century St. Nicolaaskerk Basilica. Another highlight is the town's famous Christmas Market (mid-

November to December 23rd) held in the Velvet Caves, the maze of old passageways leading to and 

from the castle. 
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De Haar Castle 

Near the lovely old city of Utrecht, the fourth largest in the 

Netherlands, De Haar Castle (Kasteel De Haar) is the largest 

fortification in the country. This spectacular castle, built by the 

famous Dutch architect PJH Cuypers, required so much land (it sits 

on a spectacular 250-acre park) that the entire village 

of Haarzuilens had to be relocated to accommodate it. While the 

original castle site was established in the 14th century, this newer structure dates from 1892 and is 

well worth taking the time to explore. 

NATIONAL PARKS 
 

Alde Feanen - Friesland 

The Alde Feanen is a peat swamp, almost 2.300 hectares large. It is located 

in the heart of Friesland, on the border between Leeuwarden, Heereveen 

and Drachten. The landscape is highly versatile, consisting of lakes, swam 

forests, reed lands, peat holes and brushwoods. Also varied are the flora 

and fauna. You can find around 450 different kinds of plants and breeding 

grounds for over 100 kinds of birds. 

Biesbosch - North Brabant 

The Biesbosch area is a combination of the Hollandse Biesbosch and the 

Brabantse Biesbosch. The area consists of a maze of rivers, with little 

islands and brooks. These swamp lands attract many small boats and 

canoes, that float through to admire the surroundings. The Biesbosch is 

one of Europe’s rare fresh water tidal areas, where you can witness the 

ebb and flow. One of the most famous local animals is the beaver, and you 

can find various rare birds as well. 

Texel dunes - North Holland 

The Texel dunes consist of the western part of Texel, the biggest of the 

Wadden islands. The landscape is versatile, with wet dune valleys and dry 

hills and forests. Rare beach birds, birds of prey and plants can be found 

here. 

 

Dwingelderveld - Drenthe 

National Park Dwingelderveld in Drenthe comprises the largest area of 

wet heathlands in Western Europe. It is grazed by two sheep herds to 

provide natural upkeep of the area. The area is large and quiet, with 

various walking routes and a great view of the horizon. 
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Hoge Veluwe - Gelderland 

The Hoge Veluwe is the largest privately-owned nature reserve in the 

Netherlands. The area’s rich animal population includes various kinds of 

deer, hogs, snakes, rabbits and butterflies, and includes various 

threatened species. 

 

Maasduinen - Limburg 

The Maasduinen are the longest stretch of river dunes in the Netherlands, 

and were formed by water, wind and people. The area is riddled with 

history. Ancient burial sites and a large urn field show proof of 

inhabitants in the Maasduinen as early as 4.000 BC. It was a battle field 

full of trenches during World War II, and it has a war monument that is 

still visited on memorial days. 

Oosterschelde - Zeeland 

Oosterschelde is a gigantic pool of salt water just behind the dykes of 

Zeeland, filled with mud flats, salt meadows, gullies and shoals. The 

Oosterschelde wetlands are a popular destination for migrating birds, 

seals and porpoises. 

 

 

Utrechtse Heuvelrug - Utrecht 

The Utrechtse Heuvelrug (Utrecht Ridge) is full of special natural areas, 

as well as museums and eateries dedicated to the surroundings. It is an 

oasis of rest, nature and inspiring landscapes, where nobility used to 

build their castles and holiday residences in the olden days. The local mix 

of nature and culture is apparent in picturesque villages and endless 

marshes and woods. 

Weerribben - Overijssel 

The Weerribben shows all the stages in the development from open 

water to marshes, with shores and waters slowly getting covered in 

forestation, floating lands, reedlands and grasslands. Local swamp 

creatures include fishes, birds, mammals, reptiles and insects. Large 

butterflies and otters roam the wet lands, and all kinds of plants that 

grow in bogs and swamps thrive here. 
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Zuid Kennemerland - North Holland 

Zuid Kennemerland is an area with grey dunes, full of varied forestation 

and wildlife. Other than dunes there are beaches, grasslands, dune 

grasslands, dune forests and estates. Remnants of old settlements, sea 

villages and bunkers can still be found in the area, and the old estates, 

created during the Golden Age, still boast winter gardens, farmsteads, 

orchards, a sculpture yard. 

 

THEME AND AMUSEMENT PARKS 

 
Efteling 

In 1952, former sports park the Efteling in Kaatsheuvel extended with a 

fairy tale forest, featuring 10 classic children’s stories, and became a 

fantasy theme park. Every year since then, new elements and attractions 

have been added until it became, arguably, the most iconic theme park 

in the Netherlands and the biggest theme park in the Benelux area. 

The fairy tale forest was designed by the famous artist of nostalgic and 

romantic scenes, Anton Pieck. Pieck’s trademark characters include 

renditions of famous fairy tale characters like the Big Bad Wolf, Holle 

Bolle Gijs and Snow White, as well as his playful citizens, the Laven, who have their own village in the 

Efteling. 

Madurodam 

 
Madurodam in The Hague is a park with 1:25 scale model replicas of 
famous Dutch monuments and landmarks. Not just the buildings, but 
also the tulip fields, windmills, dykes and much more are presented 
here, with tiny people cycling through the streets and visiting the 
miniature locations. 

 

Archeon 

 
Archeon in Alphen aan den Rijn is a historical theme park that brings 
visitors on a tour through Dutch prehistory, 8800 BC, the Roman Period 
and the Middle Ages in 15th century AD. A mix of education and 
entertainment, actors explain old customs while seemingly living the 
life they describe for real, in historically accurate huts and buildings. 
They demonstrate old lifestyles and trades such as weapon-making and 
basket weaving, with authentic tools. The park describes itself as a 
combination between a theme park and a museum. 

  

https://www.tiqets.com/en/the-hague-c74889/madurodam-fast-track-p974535?partner=iamexpat
http://www.iamexpat.nl/expat-info/dutch-cities/the-hague
http://www.iamexpat.nl/lifestyle/sightseeing-attractions-netherlands/dutch-world-heritage-monuments
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Aviodrome 

 
Aviodrome in Lelystad is an aviation theme park featuring over 100 
airplanes. Visitors can see the flying wonders up close and learn about 
the professions of Dutch flight. The machines on display include a Boeing 
747 Jumbo Jet, which can be admired up close and even entered. Special 
attractions introduce visitors to morse code in a radio room, present 
play areas and offer mock pilot and steward exams. 

Walibi Holland 

 
Walibi Holland in Biddinghuizen has had many previous identities under 
various names, such as Six Flags Holland and Walibi World. After a 
number of extensions, mainly involving new rollercoasters such the 
Goliath, it received its current name. Walibi Holland consists of many 
thrill rides. 

Duinrell 
 

Duinrell in Wassenaar is a small park, mainly known for its famous 
swimming pool the Tikibad. This pool has many kinds of water slides, 
such as Splash, Supersplash and the Falcon. There is even a large funnel 
that swimmers can spiral down in at top speed, right before plunging 
into the pool. The rest of the park has a number of roller coasters and 
attractions, both family friendly ones and more hardcore ones. 

Attractiepark Slagharen 

 
Attraction park Slagharen used to be a pony park, but today it is mainly 
aimed at attractions. It was the first European amusement park that 
charged for general entry instead of letting customers pay per ride. 
Many of the rides have been around for quite a while and have 
developed a nostalgic status. Quite a few were designed by famous 
builder Schwarzkopf. 

Avonturenpark Hellendoorn 

 
Adventure Park Hellendoorn in Overijssel is relatively small. It caters to 
thrill seekers, as well as families with small children. Rollercoasters 
include the Tornado and the "Sewer Rat", and some of the rides are 
water based. What Hellendoorn is most known for is its water slide park 
called Aquaventura, which requires a separate entry fee. This 5.000m2 
outdoor attraction has 11 slides, and a separate area for the youngest 
visitors. 

  

https://www.tiqets.com/en/lelystad-c74940/aviodrome-p704474?partner=iamexpat
https://www.walibi.nl/en/
https://www.tiqets.com/en/the-hague-c74889/amusement-park-duinrell-p975763?partner=iamexpat
https://www.tiqets.com/en/slagharen-c839/theme-park-and-resort-slagharen-p974526?partner=iamexpat
https://www.avonturenpark.nl/nl
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ZOOS AND ANIMAL PARKS 

 
Artis 

Artis started out as a park of 4.800 square metres, including a garden 

with a pond and a small building. It owned a few apes, deer and 

parrots, and a naturalia cabinet. In 1839 they purchased the 

menagerie of a carnival patron, consisting of an elephant, lions, a 

panther, a tiger, a puma, hyenas, polar bears, brown bears, a zebra, 

llamas, a kangaroo, a gnu, monkeys and a boa constrictor. 

Burgers’ Zoo 

 
Burgers' Zoo is located in the forest grounds of Arnhem, Gelderland. 
Opened in 1913, it is rather modern. They started relatively early with 
creating natural looking surroundings for the animals. Burgers’ Zoo is 
divided into seven areas, each simulating specific surroundings such 
as the ocean, the bush, the desert and the jungle. The many kinds of 
animals include rhinos, tigers, aardvarks, penguins, sharks, cheetahs 
and meerkats. 

Wildlands Adventure Zoo 

 
Wildlands Adventure Zoo is a new kind of theme park that takes the 
place of the old Animal Park Emmen, mixing adventure with nature 
and culture. Choose a habitat, such as the junge or the Poles, and 
explore spacious animal habitats with a focus on keeping their 
ecosystems as natural as possible. The elephants, for instance, have an 
outside area of 4.600m2 that includes a river where they can swim. 

Safaripark Beekse Bergen 

 
Safaripark Beekse Bergen is the largest wildlife zoo of the Benelux 
region. Visitors can go on safari by bus, boat or their own car and 
experience Africa in four different habitats filled with around 1.400 
animals. 
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FOOD IN THE NETHERLANDS 
 

Main courses 

• Erwtensoep is a thick pea soup, full of fresh vegetables, served with smoked sausage, cubes of 

bacon, pig's knuckle and bread 

• Groentensoep is a clear consommé with vegetables, meatballs and vermicelli 

• Stamppot is a simple dish consisting of mashed potatoes with different ingredients, such as carrots 

(wortel stamppot), kale (boerenkook stamppot) or endive (andijvie stamppot). It is generally 

served together with rookworst, a juicy smoked sausage 

• Patat is like French fries although usually thicker in the Netherlands and served with mayonnaise, 

or with mayonnaise and saté-sauce (patatje oorlog) or with mayonnaise, ketchup and raw onions 

(patat speciaal). Patats can be bought from any snackbar or stall 

• Kroket and Frikandel are roll-shaped snacks containing some kind of meat. Both are usually 

available from snackbars or outside stalls 

• Haring : the fish are held by the tail and allowed to gradually slide into the mouth (the head is 

removed and the fish has been cleaned). The first catch of the season, the Hollandse Nieuwe, 

meaning Dutch New, is considered a special treat 

• Seafood dishes are often very good, especially in cities such as Amsterdam and Rotterdam, and 

include fried sole (gebakken zeetong), fried whiting (lekkerbekjes), shrimps, oysters, mussels, 

lobster, royal imperial oysters and eel (smoked, filleted and served stewed or fried or on toast) 

Desserts 

• Pannekoeken - eaten with all kinds of fillings: syrup, cheese or fruit 

• Wafels met slagroom - waffles with whipped cream 

• Spekkoek is a cake made with layers of buttered sponge and Indonesian spices 

• Poffertjes are like small pancakes, served warm with a lot of powdered sugar sprinkled on top. 

They can be bought from market stalls (poffertjeskraam) 

• Stroopwafel is a kind of cookie made with two thin waffle-type wafers and a special caramel filling. 

The waffle is cooked at high temperature on a waffle iron and syrup is spread on the two halves 

before they are put together 

• Vla is a thick sweet pudding made from milk and offered in various flavours (vanilla, chocolate, 

strawberry). It is fairly similar to English custard 

• Hopjes-vla and bitterkoekjes-vla have very typical tastes and should be tried 

• Vlaai is a sweet pie or pastry typical of the southern part of the Netherlands such as Brabant and 

Limburg although it may also be found in other places. It comes in different varieties and usually 

has some kind of fruit filling 

• Drop - this liquorice is widely eaten in the Netherlands and comes in different forms and tastes; it 

may be sweet or extremely salty 

• Oliebollen - a ball of deep fried dough topped with powdered sugar. Popular during the holiday 

period (November - December), and are consumed with champagne on New Year's Eve. Variants 

include raisins in the dough or Berlinerbollen, a custard cream-filled oliebol. 
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DRINKS IN THE NETHERLANDS 
 

Non-Alcoholic Drinks 

• Dutch coffee is usually strong. To order coffee with milk, ask for koffie verkeerd, this is a lighter 

version (more like the French café au lait). 

• Dutch tea is usually quite watery and served without milk. 

• In winter, it is very common to have a hot chocolate with whipped cream on top. 

Alcoholic Drinks 

There are no licensing laws in the Netherlands and drinks can be bought all day. Bars open later and stay 

open until the early hours of the morning during weekends. 

Dutch specialities include: 

• Dutch beer (bier), which is a light gassy beer, served chilled, generally in small glasses (slightly 

less than half a pint). There are also many beers, from white beer to dark beer with some being 

brewed traditionally at the monasteries (some of which are open to visitors) 

• In winter, alcoholic bitters are quite popular and every town has its own version: Beerenburg in 

Amsterdam, Schrobbelear in Tilburg. Bitters are obtained by distilling various herbs, spices and 

seeds in wine brandy 

• Jenever, the local spirit made with juniper berries and sometimes called Dutch gin, is normally 

taken straight and chilled as a chaser with a glass of beer, but it is sometimes drunk with cola or 

vermouth. It is also used in "tall" drinks and it comes in many varieties, depending on the spices 

used 

• Brandewijn (a brandy-like spirit), is one of the oldest spirits and is still popular in some areas of 

the Netherlands. It is also used to make the liqueur advocaat and other fruit liqueurs (cherry, 

plum, etc) 

• Advocaat is a thick drink, made with brandewijn, egg, sugar and vanilla. It is so thick that it 

usually takes a spoon to drink it. Usually between 15° and 18° proof, the lightest versions are 

often exported to England 

• Other Dutch liqueurs include Curaçao, Triple Sec (similar to Cointreau), Parfait d'Amour, and 

Dutch-made versions of anisette, apricot brandy and crème de menthe. 
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